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Computer programs have been developed to implement the computational scheme 
arising from Van Holten's asymptotic method for calculating air loads on a helicopter 
rotor blade in forward flight, and a similar technique which is based on a discretized 
version of the method. The basic outlines of the two programs are presented, followed 
by separate descriptions of the input requirements and output format. Two examples 
illustrating job entry with appropriate input data and corresponding output are included. 
Appendices contain a sample table of lift coefficient data for the NACA 0012 airfoil 
and listings of the two programs. 
INTRODUCTION 
The computer programs described in this report were developed during the course . 
of an evaluation of Van Holten's asymptotic method (ref. 1) for the calculation of 
air loads on a helicopter rotor blade in forward flight. The validity and computational 
feasibility of the approach were investigated (ref. 2), and numerical results for specific 
flight conditions were compared with corresponding experimental data and 
computations based on other analytical methods. Program ASYMPI was written to 
implement the computational scheme of reference I (the relevant equations and 
expressions are given in ref. 2). As an extension of this investigation, the above 
computational scheme was made more efficient by discretizing the variation of the 
doublet strength distribution, g(r b' 'l'b)' utilizing both piecewise constant and piecewise 
quadratic representations for the spanwise variation. The details of the discretized 
scheme are presented in reference 3 and the corresponding computational method is 
applied in Program ASYMP2. 
The general organization is similar for both programs, since the two schemes 
differ only in the manner in which the velocity induced by the blade pressure field is 
calculated. The basic unknown to be determined is the doublet strength function, 
g(rb' 'l'b)· Its solution is effected by a collocation technique. In the original scheme 
(reI. IJ this unknown function appears as a continuous modal representation for the 
spanwise variation and a finite Fourier series for the azimuth variation. In the 
discretized scheme the unknowns are the values of g at the midpoints of the spanwise 
segments, with a finite Fourier series for the azimuth variation of each. In either case, 
the solution reduces to the determination of the coefficients in the collocation 
representations, which is accomplished by setting up a system of simultaneous 
equations. 
The main programs and the various subprograms will be discussed in the next 
section, but the general sequence of program steps is as below. 
(1) Read and write input; define auxiliary p:1rameters required for the 
computation. 
(2) Start loop for collocation points. 
(3) Test the tangential velocity UT; if UT S. (UT) . , set up the condition for 
zero lift and go to the end of the collocation loop. mm 
(4) If airfoil data tables are used, determine the lift curve slope for the current 
collocation point. 
(5) Start loop for the number of blades and define the first azimuth interval. 
(6) Compute the induced velocity contributions for the current interval and add 
to the corresponding coefficient matrix elements in the system of equations. 
(7) Increment the azimuth interval; if the azimuth limit has been reached, go to 
the the next step; if not, go to Step 6. 
(8) End loop for number of blades. 
(9) End loop for collocation points. 
(10) Set up the extra equations for the blade motion parameters. 
(11) Solve system of equations and write solution. 
(12)· Compute and write output. 
Some mention must be made of the way in whiCh the airfoil data are used in the 
computational scheme. The basic equation to be set up at any collocation point is of 
the form 
(1) 
where win is the velocity induced by the pressure fields of all the blades and wb the 
normal vefocity due to blade motion at a collocation point (rbo' 'l'bo). This is reWritten 
as 
wb(rbo' 'l'bo) = (wind)20 + [wind - (wind)2~] 
20 
= (wind) + /J.w (2) 
where (w. d)20 is the induced velocity corresponding to a steady, two-dimensional flow. 
Accordin~ly, corrections based on airfoil data are only applied to this term and, after 
modification, equation (2) becomes 
20 
= (w. d) d + /J.w m mo 
For steady, locally two-dimensional flow, 
(4) 
At the local incidence and Mach number corresponding to the collocation point, the 
airfoil data are interpolated in the form of a locally linear relation given by 
Cg. = aa + Cg.o 
To account for such a relation, the expression in equation (4) is modified as 
2 
2D 21T (w. d) d = -In mo a 
C U~ T a (5) 
Using equations (4) and (5) in equation (3), the modified form of the boundary condition 
is obtained as 
(6) 
Comparing equations (1) and (6), it can be seen that the modification due to the airfoil 
data is purely an additive term that is easily incorporated into the basic computational 
scheme. 
The next section presents an outline of the main program and the various 
subprograms for ASYMPI and ASYMP2, listing the input and output of each subprogram 
along with a brief description of its function. The sections following this deal with 
descriptions of the input and output for the two programs, and samples of job entry with 
the corresponding output. 
PROGRAM OUTLINE 
Program ASYMPI 
Main Program. - The program steps listed in the previous section will now be 
discussed in more detail. 
(1) The details regarding input data and the format in which they are to be 
entered are given in the next section. The data include parameters describing rotor 
geometry, the flight condition and blade motion. Specification of the blade motion 
parameters (collective pitch, coning angle and the two fest harmonic flapping 
coefficients) is optional. If they are not specified, they will be calculated as part of the 
solution by generating additional eqUilibrium equations. The input also includes the five 
spanwise locations of the collocation points, the normal and reduced azimuth intervals 
to be used for the numerical integration, the minimum value of the local onset velocity 
below which the zero lift condition is to be used and an integer specifying whether 
airfoil data are to be used. The program then writes the input data as part of the 
output and defines auxiliary quantities such as the induced velocity from simple 
momentum theory and certain factors occurring in the induced velocity contribution 
from the trajectory segment immediately adjacent to the collocation point. 
(2) The collocation loop consists of an outer loop for the eleven equally spaced 
azimuth locations and an inner loop for the five spanwise locations. 
(3) For the current collocation point, the local onset velocity (UT) is compared 
with the specified minimum value (UTMIN). If UT> UTMIN, the next step is executed. 
If not, the zero lift condition is set up and the next collocation point is taken up. 
(4) If airfoil data are not usep~ this step is skipped. If they are used, the local 
values of a/21T and Ct are interpolated from the tables. The local values of Mach 
number (MLOC) and ind~ence (ALOC) are first defined. Subroutine TABSCH is called 
to find the position of MLOC and ALOC in the arrays MCL and ACL that were read as 
part of the input. The required values of a/21T (SLCR) and Ct (CL~) are then 
determined by linear interpolation. 0 
(5) As mentioned in reference 2, the near field has a square root singularity 
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corresponding to the leading edge, and this is dealt with by stopping the numerical 
integration just in front of the leading edge and accounting for the remainder 
analytically. Before starting the numerical integration, therefore, this contribution is 
entered into the coefficient matrix, A. The system of equations is of the form 
Ax = B 
where x is the array of unknown coefficients (A .. , B .. , eq. (9) of ref. 2 ~ If 
UT <UTMIN, the zero lift condition is set up at this pofrlt. IJ 
In order to start the numerical integration, a loop for the number of blades is set 
up. For the current blade, Subroutine DMIN is called to determine the positions along 
the fluid particle trajectory at which it is directly over the blade, within a distance 
DMAX. Around these locations (stored in array PM IN), the reduced azimuth interval 
DP2 will be used. The frst azimuth interval is defined with its ends at PBI and PB2. 
(6) For the current azimuth interval, a loop is set up for the 5-point Gauss-
Chebyschev integration (p. 12 of ref. 2). With 55 unknown coefficients, 4 blade motion 
parameters and one right-hand side, there are 60 integrations to be carried out over 
each interval of azimuth. The corresponding functional values are sequentially obtained 
from function FUN2. 
(7) PBl and PB2 are incremented for the next azimuth interval. If the azimuth 
limit PLIM has been reached, the integration is stopped and the next blade is taken up. 
If not, the interval is tested to check if it includes one of the "close" locations stored in 
PMIN. If it does, the reduced azimuth interval is used. 
(8) At the end of the loop for the number of blades, the terms in the blade 
normal velocity, wb(rbo' 1i'bo) , are entered in the corresponding coefficient matrix 
elements. 
(9) At the end of the loop for the collocation points, certain spanwise integrals 
required for the total blade lift and the moment about the hub due to the lift are 
calculated (p. 42 of ref. 2). 
(10) To close the system of equations, four additional equations are set up (eqs. 
(E8), (E9), (EIO), (Ell) of ref. 2). If the four blade motion parameters are specified in 
the input, these equations are replaced by equations of the form 
e 0 = (9 0) input 
a 0 = (ao) input' ~tc. 
(11) The completed system of equations is solved by calling Subroutine GELIM. 
This is a library-supplied routine that uses the LU decomposition. The solution is 
overwritten on the vector B and the program prints out the values of the collocation 
coefficients and the blade motion parameters. 
(12) With the basic solution complete, the program computes and prints out 
various output quantities in tabular form. The output format is described separately in 
a later section. 
Subroutine DMIN. -
Input: MU( ll), LAM( ).), DB(L\ If.), RB<t(rb ), PB<t( 'l'b ), PLIM, DMAX J 0 0 
Output: I, P 
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Comments: This subroutine locates those azimu\~ positions along the fluid particle 
trajectory at which the particle is "close" to the j blade. The xb axis is fixed to the 
blade and rotates with it (fig. 1 of ref. 2) so that the xh coordinate along the trajectory periodically goes to zero whenever there is an intersection with the zb axis. At some of 
these locations the particle may be too close to the blade (within a specified distance 
DMAX). These are the locations (I in number) that are returned in the array P. The 
routine locates the positions by scanning the trajectory with small azimuth increments 
checking for a change in sign of the xb coordinate. When such a position is located, the 




R<t(R/R 1), AR(A), MU, LAM, RB~, PB~ DB, PB('1'b) 
R(d, SX(sin X), CX(cos X), SHP(sinh '1'), CHP(cosh '1'), 
ST(sin 9), CT(cos 9), SHE(sinh n), CHE(cosh n), 
SP(sin <fJ), CP(cos <fJ) - returned through common block TRAJ 1 
ZS(zb/s) 
Comments: Given a point '1'b on the trajectory relative to the jth blade, the 
corresponding coordinates in various coordinate systems are calculated. The 
coordinates (r,x, zb)' ('1',9,X) and (n,<fJ) are respectively of the point in cylindrical, 
prolate spheriodal and plane elliptic coordinate systems. 
Function FUN 1. -
Input: R~, AR, I 
N(n), PI(lT) - through common block MAINI 
R, SX, CX, SHP, CHP, ST, CT, SHE, CHE, SP, CP - through 
common block TRAJ I 
Comments: The values of various ftmctions required in FUN2 are calculated. 
Specifically, the six deri vati ve expressions D 1 to D 6 (Appendix C of ref. 2) are returned 
for values of I from 1 to 6 in the input. 
Function FUN2. -
Input: R~, AR, TW( e:), MU, LAM, RB~ PB~, DP( 11 '1'b)' DB, 
X('1'bi' p. 12, ref. 2), I 
N, PI - through common block MAIN 1 
Comments: As described in Step 6 of the main program, the coefficient matrix 
elements corresponding to the various tmknowns and the right-hand side require 
numerical integration, for which the necessary functional values are returned by 
ftmction FUN2. Given the azimuth position X, Subroutine TRAJ and Function FUNI are 
used to set up the relevant expressions. The value, I = 1, corresponds to the ftmction 
multiplying Aoo(eq. (9) of ref. 2). The value, I = 2, corresponds to the ftmction 
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multiplying Ano(n = 1,2,3,4). The values, 1=3,4,5,6,7, respectively correspond to the 
functions mumplying e , a , at! b and the right-hand side. The forms of these 
integrands are given in .Rppegdix 1: otreference 2 as induced velocity coefficients. The 
. nonintegral parts of these expressions are the result of analytical integration of the 
near field over a small interval ~ '¥. adjacent to the collocation point and are defined in 
the main program (Step 5). Over t~is interval, therefore, the near field contribution is 
skipped in Function FUN2. 
Function FUN3. -
Input: R~, AR, X, I 
N, PI - through common block MAIN 1 
Comments: The expressions for the total bladf l~ ,n~the moment about the hub due 
to the lift involve certain spanwise integrals (I , I , I , I (n = 1,2,3,4) see p. 42 of ref.2) 
and the corresponding integrands are set up inoF6N3! fhe radial ijos~io~, r"b/R l' is X. 
The notation, I = 1,2,3,4, corresponds respectively to the integrals 10 , 10 , In' In' 
Function PNM. -
Input: N(n), M(m), X(x) 
Comments: This function generates the associated Legendre function pm(x) over the 
ranges 0 Sn S4, 0 ~m S 3, Ix~<l. Although the relevant recursive relati~ns could be 
used, the function defines P explicitly in terms of x for all the above values of nand 
m (Appendix D of ref. 2). n 
Function QNM. -
Input: N,M,X 
Comments: The associated Legendre function Qm(x) is calculated over the ranges 
l~ n ~ 4, 1 ~·m ~2, I x I > 1. As listed in Appendix D 0'1 reference 2, the exact definitions 
are used for Ix ~3 and asymptotic expansions are used for Ix I >3 to avoid the 






Comments: This routine searches an array X, of dimension N, for the position of a 
value XT. If XT lies between X(I1) and X(I2), INT = O. If XT is outside the range of X, 
the subroutine returns INT = -1 for XT< xU) and INT = 1 for XT >X(N) (it is assumed 
that the elements in X are arranged in increasing order). 
Program ASYMP2 
Main Program. - Here again the previously listed program steps will be discussed 
6 
in more detail. 
(1) This step is similar to Step 1 of Program ASYMPI. There are some changes 
in the entry of input data (described in the next section). Instead of spanwise 
collocation point locations, the program reads the spanwise locations at which the blade 
is divided into segments for discretization. Collocation points are located at the center 
of each segment. The integer, ISEL, specifies whether a piecewise constant or 
piecewise quadratic representation is to be used for the computation. Following the 
reading and writing of input data, some arrays that will be required later are set up. 
Arrays FXI and FX2 contain the average values of the factors 
rr:x . j(RI - RO) ~l 
-vT+X and 2RI A 
over each chordwise segment. These values will be used in the near field calculation. 
Array GF relates the endpoint and midpoint values for the spanwise segments in the 
piecewise quadratic representation. If P .(j =1, •• .6) represent the ends of the 5 
spanwise segments (PI = Ro' P6 = RI) and rj(1 = 1, •• .5) the midpoints, then 
5 
g(p.) = E (GF) .. g(r.) (i = 2,3,4,5) 
1 j=I IJ J 
(2-5) These steps are generally the same as the corresponding steps in Program 
ASYMPI. 
(6) For the current azimuth interval, the slopes and intercepts for the linear 
approximations to xh('l'b)' Yb('l'b) and rb('l'J are defined as XBI, XBS, YBS, RBI, RBS. 
The far field contribufion IS computed usmg Subroutine FFINT. For computing the 
common part and near field contributions (which are both dependent on the local 
spanwise dipole strength) it is necessary to divide that part of the interval (PBI, PB2) 
which has the trajectory within the blade span into subintervals such that each 
subinterval has a trajectory wholly within one spanwise segment. This is done by calling 
Subroutine SUBIVL. The common part and near field contributions are then computed 
respectively by calling Subroutines CPINT and NFINT, summing the contributions over 
each subinterval. 




RBl(rbI ), RB2(rb2), PBl('l' bI)' PB2('l'b2)' R(Pj'j = 1, •• .6) 
I, PI, P2 
Comments: As explained in Step 6 for the main program, the azimuth interval must be 
subdivided so that the trajectory segments within each subinterval lie completely within 
one spanwise -argment. This is done by comparing the endpoints for each segment (p., 
p. 1 for the j segment) successively with the spanwise coordinates at the ends of tht 
idterval, rbi and rb2• The terms I, PI and P2 are all arrays of dimension 5, 
correspondmg to the number of spanwise segments. For the segment J, I(J) = 1 or 0 
depending on whether a portion of the trajectory does or does not lie within that 
7 
segment. If I(J) = 1, the azimuth positions corresponding to the ends of that portion of 
the trajectory segment are stored in PI(J) and P2(J). 
Subroutine NFINT. -
Input: PI, P2, X, ISEL 
XI, XS, YS, RI, RS - through common block MAIN 1 
Output: TI, T2, T3 
Comments: This subroutine computes various integral terms required for the near field 
contribution over the azimuth interval (PI, P2), with X being the chordwise location of 
a segment over which the surface pressure has been averaged. The terms TI, T2, T3 
correspond to the terms n , n l' n2 in Appendix C of reference 3. For the piecewise 
constant representation, ISgL = 0, only TI is used. 
Subroutine CPINT. -
Input: PI, P2, ISEL 
XI, XS, YS, RI, RS - through common block MAIN I 
Output: TI, T2, T3 
Comments: The terms required to set up the common part contribution over the 
azimuth interval (PI, P2) are calculated. The terms TI, T2, T3 correspond to Cl' C2, C in Appendix C of reference 3. For the case ISEL = 0, only the term TI is relevant. T~ common part is singular at the collocation point, although the complete pressure 
field is regular due to the singularities in the far field and common part cancelling out 
in the limit. Since this has been established, when P2 = ° (corresponding to the 
collocation point) the routine sets all the terms to zero. 
Subroutine FFINT. -
Input: PI, P2, R, ISEL 
XI, XS, YS, RI, RS - through common block MAIN 1 
Output: TI, T2, T3 
Comments: This routine calculates the terms required for the far field contribution 
over the azimuth interval (PI, P2) with R being a boundary of one of the spanwise 
segments (p., j = 1, •• .6). The expressions for TI, T2, T3 are derived in Appendix C of 
reference 3) As pointed out above, the singularity in the far field gets cancelled out in 
the limit. However, unlike the common part, there is a finite residue left over after 
cance llation. 
In addition to the subroutines listed in this section, both programs make use of 
Subroutine GELIM to solve the system of simultaneous equations. This routine uses 
direct Gaussian elimination with pivoting and details can be found in the Langley 
Computer Programming Manual. 
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DESCRIPTION OF INPUT 
The input data required for the programs can be divided into two parts. The first 
consists of data pertaining to rotor geometry, flight condition, blade motion and some 
additional parameters relevant to the computational scheme. These are assumed to be 
a part of the INPUT file; that is, they must be entered after the job control statements 
when the job is submitted for execution. The second part consists of airfoil data (if 
required) and these are assumed to reside in a file called AFDAT A which must therefore 
be available (if the data are to be used) when the job is executed. The format for the 
airfoil data is described separately following descriptions of the basic input for the two 
programs. 
Program ASYMPI 
The READ statements for the first part of the input are given below, followed by 
explanations of the data items. 
READ (5,*) R , AR, NB, TW, MU, ALR, CT, MINF 
READ (5, *) N 1, N2, N3, N4 
IF (N 1. EQ. 1) READ (5, *) THC 
IF (N2. EQ. 0) READ (5,*) GAMA 
IF (N2. EQ. 1) READ (5,*) A0 
IF (N3. EQ. 1) READ (5,*) Al 
IF (N4. EQ. 1) READ (5, *) Bl 
READ (5,*) (RB~ (I), I = 1, NSP) 
READ (5,*) DPID, DP2D, UTMIN, NAFD 
Each READ statement corresponds to a line of data input. It may be noted that all the 
above statements specify free format for the data entry so that the different items in a 
single line of data can be entered in any convenient format, separated by commas. 
R0 = root radius/tip radius 
AR = aspect ratio 
NB = number of blades (integer) 
TW = built-in linear twist ( e: , ref. 2) 
= pitch angle at root minus pitch angle at tip 
MU = forward speed/tip speed {floating point> 
ALR = inclination of tip path plane to flight path, in degrees (forward tilt posItive) 
2 2 CT = rotor thrust coefficient = T/p (nR I ) (gR I) 
9 
MINF = Mach number corresponding to forward speed (note: this is used only 
for interpolating from airfoil data; if airfoil data are not used, this 
item is not needed and can be set to zero) 
Nl,N2,N3,N4 = integers associated with the four blade motion parameters (THC, 
A(/J, AI, Bl respectively) - if a blade motion parameter is to be 
specified in the data, the corresponding integer is set to 1; if it is 















pitch angle at blade root in degrees 
coefficient representing blade flapping inertia 
27T (air density) (chord) R 4/(mass moment of inertia of blade about 
flapping hinge), to be specihed if the coning angle is to be calculated 
blade coning angle 
first harmonic longitudinal flapping coefficient 
first harmonic lateral flapping coefficient 
Flapping angle = AC/J - Al cos 'l' b - Bl sin 'l'b 
array (of dimension 5) containing the spanwise locations of the 
collocation points, as fractions of the tip radius, e.g., 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 
0.85,0.95 
DPID, DP2D = normal and reduced azimuth intervals to be used for the 




e.g., 15.0, 5.0 
minimum value of local onset velocity at a collocation point for using 
the normal velocity boundary condition (see step 3), as a fraction of 
the tip speed 
Local onset velocity at (r bo' '1' bo) = (r biR 1 + II sin '1' bo) 
integer related to use of airfoil data: 
NAFD = 1 - airfoil data used 
NAFD = 0 - airfoil data not used 
Program ASYMP2 
Much of the input is identical to that for ASYMPl, as can be seen from the READ 
statements below. 
10 
READ (5,*) RC/J, AR, NB, TW, MU, ALR, CT, MINF 
READ (5,*) Nl, N2, N3, N4 
IF (N 1. EQ. 1) READ (5,*) THC 
IF (N2. EQ. 0) READ (5,*) GAMA 
IF (N2. EQ. 1) READ (5,*) AC/J 
IF (N3. EQ. 1) READ (5,*) Al 
IF (N4. EQ. 1) READ (5,*) Bl 
READ (5,*) (R (I), I = 2, 6) 
READ (5,*) DPID, DP2D, UTMIN, ISEL, NAFD 
R = array (of dimension 6) containing the spanwise locations (as fractions 
of the tip radius) marking the division into 5 spanwise segments 
ISEL = 
(R (1) = R~, R (6) = 1.0) 
e.g., R (I), I = 2, 6 -.. 0.5, 0.7,0.8,0.9, 1.0 
integer specifying choice of piecewise representation: 
ISEL = 0 - piecewise constant representation 
ISEL = 1 - piecewise quadratic representation 
DP 1 D and DP2D are the normal and reduced azimuth intervals, in degrees, over which 
the induced velocity contributions are summed. Typical values are 30.0 and 10.0, 
respecti ve ly. 
Airfoil Data 
The data used in this case (if NAFD = 1) consist of lift coefficients, over a range 









number of Mach numbers in the table 
number of incidences in the table 
array containing the NXL Mach numbers (ascending order) 
array containing the NZL incidences (ascending order) 
CL = two-dimensional array (of dimension at least (NZL, NXL) ) containing 
the lift coefficients 
The format for data entry is as below. 
Line 1: . NXL, NZL (30X, 212 format) 
Col 31 - 32 NXL 
33 - 34 NZL 
Lines 2(a),(b), ••. MCL (I), I = 1, NXL (7X, 9F7.0 format) 
11 
Col 8 - 14 
15 - 21 




If NXl is greater than 9, additional lines are entered with the same format until all 
NXl entries have been made. 
Lines 3(a), (b) ••• ACl (1), Cl (1, I), I = 1, NXl (F7.0, 9F7.0 format) 
Col 1 - 7 ACl (1) 
8 - 14 
15 - 21 
64 -70 
Cl (1, 1) 
Cl (1, 2) 
Cl (1, 9) 
If NXl is greater than 9, additional lines are entered as below (7X, 9F7.0 format). 
Col 8 - 4 
15 - 21 
64 -70 
Cl (1, 10) 
Cl (1,11) 
Cl (1, 18) 
Lines 4, 5, 6 ••• are identical in format to line 3 and contain the data with 
ACl (2), ACl (3) ••• ACl (NZl). 
DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 
The presentation of output is basically the same for Programs ASYMPI and 
ASYMP2. Each page of output is formatted to fit within letter paper size (11" x 8.5"). 
Given below is a page-by-page description of the output. 
Page 1 contains the input data ,and some auxiliary parameters, as well as the 
locations of the collocation points at which the normal velocity condition has been 
replaced by the zero lift condition. Page 2 contains the basic solution for the 
collocation coefficients used to express the variation. of the dipole strength function 
g(rh , 'l'b). These are 55 in number, corresponding to the coefficients in equation (9) of 
reference 2 for ASYMPI and to the coefficients in equation (E3) of reference 3 for 
ASYMP2. Also presented on this page are the blade· motion parameters (e 0' a
o
' aI' b1) 
12 
and the computed values of the rotor thrust coefficient and the moment coefficients 
about 2the f..otor X - and Y-axes. Page 3 contains the distribution of sectional lift 
/( p n R ) in tabular form, at 5 radial and 24 azimuth locations. Page 4 contains a 
similar ta~le of sectional lift*~ /th~ust per blade. Pages 5 and 6 contain tables of 
sectional pitching moment/{ p n R 1 ) and the center of pressure locations. Page 7 
presents the variation with azimuth of the total blade lift, the moment due to lift about 
the hub and the radial location of the cent~ of21ift. Pages 8 - 15 present the distribution of surface pressure differential/{ p n R 1 ) at 5 spanwise and 10 chordwise 
locations, for every 15 degrees of azimuth. 
EXAMPLES OF JOB ENTRY, INPUT DATA AND OUTPUT 
The current versions of ASYMP1 and ASYMP2, written in Fortran IV, are intended 
to be run on the Cyber network at the Langley Research Center "inasmuch as they use 
subroutine GELIM which is to be accessed from the subroutine library FTNMLlB. With 
appropriate changes, therefore, they can be run on any other system with a Fortran IV 
compiler. In order to compile and execute the programs, the basic sequence of job 
control statements would be as follows. 
GET, ASYMP1 (or ASYMP2). 
GET, AFDATA = airfoil datafile name. (if airfoil data are used) 
MAP, OFF. (if load map is not required) 
FTN, I = ASYMP1 (or ASYMP2), L = (). 
ATTACH, FTNMLlB/UN = LIBRARY. 
LlBRAR Y, FTN MUB. 
LGO. 
The control statements must be followed by the relevant input data. Examples are 
given below for two conditions: (A) data for program ASYMP1, applied to Case 1, 
lJ = 0.29 (see p. 16 of ref. 2) and (B) data for program ASYMP2, applied to Case 2, 
lJ = 0.29 using the piecewise quadratic representation. In each case the input data is 








0, 1, 0, 0 
O. 
0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 0.85, 0.95 
15.0, 5.0, 0.1, 0 
In the fir st lineMINF has been set to zero since airfoil data are not going to be 
13 
used. The second line specifies that e ,a l and b1 are to be computed while a will be input. Since this example involves a te~termg rotor with no coning angle, the t'fiird line 
specifies a = O. 
o 
14 
ROOT ~AJI~S/r[p kADIUS. .17:';;'0 
A:n1EC T H TIC- :;.43CJu 
llNEA~ r~IST['GOr TO TIP). 
FURl/Ali'.) S p~ -: it~~ I P SP:: EJ:a 
:).00000 DEGREES 
.29"iJO 
o. nooo OE(jlOEES 
T~RUST CJ~FFIClcNT. .:';0394 
TCTAl r~FLU~ ~ATIO· .)4070 
.10CJG(l~~J lIFT CJNJITIGN ~PPlIED ~ElG~ THIS VALUE) 
~O~MAL AlI~0TH INTE~VAL· 15.0JOOO JE~~EES 
~ECUCcU ~ZI~~rh INTE~VAl:a J.JQQCJ DEG~EES 
Al~F(JIL J£TA TA3lES NOT ~3ED 
.USI l~~O LIFT CQ~OITION APPLI~D 
~.' .013 ZER~ LIrf Cu~DITICN APPLIED 
.JCJ PSI- 2~4.54j0rG~~~S UTa .030 ZE~O lIFT CO~DITlaN APPLIED 
15 
SOLUTIJN FJ~ ~uEFFICl~~T3 
-.::42'C:-v3 -.44UE-03 -.13 77E-v 3 -.1375<:'-03 .f:410t:-')4 
.2Jll£-v2 -.63'SC-07. -.4:)01::-03 .1~43!:-O2 -.2ti7Gi:-0J3 
-. 't1.;;'H-J5 - .102 It-u2 -. :l51~E-J3 -.4874E-03 -.95C;7t-04 
• ~91;':-,B -.7772i:-C3 -.lH4~-i)j -ol~4;;~-C3 .3e87C-v3 
.lOU;;-()3 -. 3't llE-0 3 .1l42C-)3 .3 () 15£-03 -.40tU:-03 
( G S ( I, J J , J • 1, 4 H ,11 , I· 1 , 'l.5 ill 
• 2'h7t:.-J 3 el2,';(-u3 .n'1E-J4 -.127dE-J3 -.lZ!ll.e-J3 
-.~5;b~-')2 .010;;;:-C3 - oJ:J1H-')2 • .i4 '19E-03 • 71l'3~-O3 
-.-.43;;('-':'3 • 1160E-C,2 -.154>1::-')3 -.U'HE-02 -.2li92E-03 
.C;~":'1:-()3 -.3151E-03 -.lvlie-03 .~OBI3E-C4 -.4(;70E-'J3 
• J;::di;-.)3 .2t49E-vj -.4!71E-'B -.2 )13E-05 • j877E-v] 
PITC~ A~GLE ~T aLAO~ ~JOT. 7.o'H46DEGKEES 
O.(J;)OOJ OEGRE,:S 
FLAPPI~~ CJSFFICIE~T, Al- 4. i!lZ11 DEG~EE S 
FLAPPING COEFFiCIENT, ai- .036~8 DEGREES 
COMPUTED TH~UST COEFFICI~NT· .3'140E-02 
CCMPUT~O M1~~Nl CJEFFI;IENT ~3QUT RJTOR X-AXIS--.~092E-lb 
C0MPUTEO "O'E~T CCEFFICIE~T AdQUT RJTJR Y-AXIS- .33l.3E-17 
16 
i<.I'~ ~ I .30vCt+IJJ .j)))E+i)~ .7!1JOc+CO .S50Ct:+OO .9500E+'JV 
PSI 
(;.\.1 .a4C;E-02 .t::)22c-02 .!elSE-(n .2045E-Cl .1520E-01 
1 < " ~ .... .~'1c.9E:-\.I2 • H24E-Ol .1534E-01 .2C47!:-OI .1599E-OI 
'~J. J .Hltltf-u2 .6t.Jvi:-J2 .15651=-01 .17dE-C,l .1319E-01 
4'.J .1456E-JZ .551~::-JZ .l109E-OI .1213;:-01 .9265E-02 
01...0 .4':l32L-"J • 3'1 71c-OZ .7!i71E-OZ .e4:3E-J2 • !:733E-02 
7J'O -.7:!'t';-03 .14Z~E-u2 .7249E-C2 .t:43tE-02 .7113E-02 
9('.0 -.1,22E-J2 .4u7bE-O:) .965CE-OZ .1l~1)t:-vl • '1429E-OZ 
10:.0 -.1247E:-u2 .U73!:-J2 .1257E-Ol .14bE-Cl .11~9E-Ol 
12C.v -. 2 ~C H.-v:' ,:)4 73~-J2 .14:HE-Cl .1:;93:-01 .l270E-Ol 
13~.~ .l~t2E-n .E!~'HE-1j2 .1;~5E-OI .lb9Z!:-01 .1343E-Ol 
1:.(,.:) .273H-,,2 .q5l't~-i)2 .lb63c-u1 .1611E-Ol .1448E-01 
It'.O .2a~3E-(2 • .,:0)4:-02 .1724E-vl .1'll4E-Cl .1544E-Ol 
llle • .) .1'il..oE-J2 .6131~-n .1672E-0l .1e97E-or .154ZE-Ol 
1'1:'.u .,~C7E-03 • :,':'53:-02 .150H-Ol .1744E-Ol .1432E-Ol 
210.0 -.ldl7E-In .4H4E-,n .1289E-OI .l!l48E-Ol .1293E-Cl 
22!'.0 -.lC7CE-03 .2(N7c-02 .1116E-Ol • U92E-Ql .1186E-Ol 
24C.O .258bE-03 .U75E-J2 .1005E-Ol .1290E-Ol .lll8E-01 
2'~.J .1'18510-03 ol8b 7E-02 .9~Z8E-02 .1240E-Ol .l08SE-Ol 
27 ~.o -.2695E-03 .l456E-02 .9805E-02 .1274E-01 .1121E-Ol 
26~.0 -.3'l25E-J3 .3133E-')2 .lC~4E-01 .1397E-Cl .122CE-Ol 
30C.1) .3837E-03 .3823E-J2 .1244E-Ol .1541E-Ol .1328E-Ol 
315.0 .1687E-OZ .4~!l5E-OZ .1370E-Ol .lb3'3E-Ol .1386E-Ol 
,330 • .j .':c('OE-J2 .(,;4-1E-02 .1 .. 8;10-01 .1.72{)i:-Cl .142t:E-Ol 








TA6L~ 2 - ~~Crlu~AL LIFr.R1/T~~USr PE~ dLADE 
K10! 11 .'(OCE+O) .5::>OJ~+OO .7~OOE+OO 
PSI 
c..O .3635£:+0) .lZ·hc+01 .2937c'+Ol 
1 ~. 4 .3152E+ij.J .12.JilE+0l .2963E+C1 
JC.\) .~OllE+:)O .106'JE+Ul .2526E+Ol 
1t5.0 .23:2c+O·J .e~OlE+OJ .1792E+Ol 
oC.v • naE-01 .5931 £+00 .lZ23:+01 
7:,.0 
-.12o'1E+G(' • 23J~;:+OC, .1171E+('1 
ge.0 -.<:4:1'iE+O·.l .6:H6E-.a .1,,9c+OL 
10:;.0 -.2Cltl:+00 .31 '39E+iJC .2CHE+Cl 
1.2(.0 ~.4t&aE-02 .8843E+ilO .2345E+Oi 
135.0 .2~2ltE+).) .lB7E+Jl • ~52~E+,)i 
!Je.; .lt41.::E+;,I,J .1;37E+')1 .~b87!:Hl 
lb5.u .4bO';E +e.) • U 74E+01 .27:j5EtOl 
loC.') .3080£+0) .112310+01 .2702E:+01 
195.0 .9544;:-)1 .Q134E+00 .Z42!iE+C1 
llC.J -.2930E-J1 .71uJti+OO • Z~62E+'J.I. 
22~.\J -.1729E-01 .46lt3E+OO .1804E+01 
24C..0 • H HE-Ol .31HE+OCi .1~24E+01 
25!; .J .3207E-Ol .3C17E+OO .1540E+Ol 
270.0 -.4355E-0l .3906E+OO .1584E+Ol 
2t35.0 -.63421:-01 .5066E+OO .1769E+01 
300.0 .62(,0£-01 .6U5::+0') .2CIOE+Ol 
315. \) .2726E+:I') .t3)23::+0il .22UE+01 
33l'oO .4Z02ltu.) .1;)3::+01 .2'tOOE+Ol 
345.0 .4298E+uv .1260E+0l .Z660i:+01 
.1:!!iOOE+Ov .9500E+Ot) 







• Z.,03E+vl .1d73':+01 
.• 2;73E+C1 .20:i2E+C1 
.273Jt+Ql .217LE+')1 
.2927::+01 • ~34CE+Jl 
.3092E+Cl .24'f5E+01 
.30b4E+01 .2491E+Ol 








.26461:: +01 .221t3E+Ol 
.~779E+Cl .':307Et.j1 
.j020E+C,1 .~44~E+01 
1:' ,IL L 3 - EC r ItJ~4l PlTCHlili ~~ME~TI,qHO.(a~EGA •• 2'.'~1 •• 4" 
------------------------------------------------------------(A:sJlJT ,"UAilTE:.:/-C iQ~LlI 
~/HI .30ilOE+O) .'OO'JE+OO .7500E+00 .85COE+OO .9500E+OO 
PSI 
"':. J .3:l~lt-1I4 .2~'t2E-')5 -.5~38E-C4 -01('C2':-03 -.22~8E-03 
i~.J .It 72i:-·h -. 76~OE-')5 -.7~~3E-C't -.1l5~E-03 -.2375E-03 
... (".0 .72" t =-1) 6 -.1 BJC.-04 -.Te20E-C4 -.1l24E-Ci3 -.2154E-03 
45.:) -.7CYbE-Oo; -.3JJ3C-O" -.o31bE-04 -.tJ~44t-04 -.l73tlE-03 
cu.O -.5719t-J,) -. zn -J ':-;)4 -.4Se6t-OIt -.094':-0't -.135Zc-Oj 
7!1.J .1632E-05 -.737bE-u5 -03:;88i:-04 -."907i:-O't -.1l20E-03 
~l.) .lZ82E-0!t .l71~E-J4 -.24~3E-iJ4 -.34fJQE-J't -d7HE-J4 
lC~.,j .<:t:-v7i:-Jt .3153:-v4 -.103b~-Ci5 -.lQ21E-04 -dOllE-04 
12".:> .3,4'1£-0.4 .2903':-04 ol2b5f-(i4 -.2C37E-05 -.olltlE-04 
13:i .( • 32 79f:-~4 • ~;jnE-,)4 .2701E-(..4 • i35blt-05 -.524ZE-04 
l~ It. ~ .1~C3E:-",4 .16l0E-04 .'5S3E-04 .5792E-O; -.6067E-04 
105.3 -.;)461E-05 .lZJH-;)4 .1l.47E-04 -.3Z'3E-lij :-.6076f-J4 
loiJ.v -.Z433E-.J4 .2!dn:-Jo -.5972E-05 -.255'1E-O't -.1013E-03 
1C;~.v -.)j4!;E-'J4 -.1 H7E-O't -.1975E-04 -.4064E-04 -.1l75E-il3 
210.;) -.44tH-04 -.313,=-04 -.299Bc-04 -.522l!::-C/4 -.1298E-03 
~Z~.O -.5ZbCE:-)4 -.3211E-04 -.3742E-O't -.5977E-04 -.1381E-03 
240 • .) -.50d7E-04 -.2389i:-OI+ -.j~OZE-04 -.b153E-IJ4 - • .i.41Z~-03 
255.v -.3203E-C4 -.141)9E-Olt -.3229E-04 -.5741E-04 ";'.1411E-03 
27(..0 -.Lul'1E-U; -036"H-Oo; -.2C~!lE-C4 -.5139E-04 -.1433E-03 
285.J .2746E-04 .10HE-Olt -.lZ38E-04 -.4766E-04 -.149QE-03 
30C.0 .4311E-J4 .2;54i:-04 -.10BE-04 -.4746E-Q4 -.158UE-03 
315.·) .4753E-04 .32jtjE-:)4 -.13't6E-04 -.5064::-0" -.166ZE-03 
330.0 .4733::-0 .. .~6~8t-04 -.2109E-04 -.~C;b5E-v4 -01800E-03 
34;;. 'j .'t383E-04 .14J~E-J4 -.3533E-O't -.7747E-04 -.2041E-C) 
19 
TAaL5 4 - Cf~r~~ Of P~~S5U~E LOCArl~N F~G~ LEAU[~6 E0Gf(F~ACT'ON JF CrlG~DI 
.3CtCc+JO .500JE+O~ .75JJc+~C .t5COc+CJ .950CE+00 
.30~bE.OJ .2433£+JC .~241~+~J .21JIE+CJ .1522E+00 
.Z~25i+u0 .~3J~~+J0 .21S1t+~D .2C7~~+CJ .1432E+JO 
.1~74~+~) .ZJ14E+JO .2075E+~C .1974~+uJ .113tE+OO 
.23~~L+OO .216~E+J0 .2176~+JC .~12~t+CJ .1~7CE+OO 
.1~4Yt+JJ .537~~.O~ .2334E+r~ .22435+00 .1924E+OJ 
.113lE+~) .3543~+0J .24~aE+OC .2412E+JO .Z04~E+)0 
.ld73EtUO .2~5~E+00 .2613E+uO .Z533E+0J .2245E+00 
.28d4E+uO .2bllE+CJ .2bu2E+CC .2~ilE+GO .222~E+C0 
lo5.G 
IdO.~ 
.34~bE+Ol .1799E+OO .22dlE+uo .221~E+uJ .173eE+O~ 
-.lu37E+Ol .17J6E+OU .224oE+OO .218dE+CO .1674E+OO 
-.80~6E+vJ .2006e+vO .2Z76E+uv .2197E+~J .1651E+CO 
27~.O .2747E+QO .2403E+OO .Z3bOE+CO .2236f+CO .lb64E+)O 
285.0 -.2CdOE+OO .Z713E+OO .2426E+CO .2277:+00 .1b~be+OO 
300.0 .ge~lE+OO .2936E+OO .2446[+00 .229dE+CO .1722E+O) 
315.Q 
33C.J .Jt91E+Ol .~77)2+JO .~~07E+00 .~273E+C~ .lo75E+0~ 
.3~78~+OO .2~Z)E+OO .23~CE+00 .£~~~E+CJ .lb19~+OO 
20 
TAtL~ 5 - TJTAL ~LAOE ~IFT, ~a'E~T' ABOUT HUB A~D ~A~IAL CE~TER OF LIFT 
TJTiL ~L'O~ LIFT/(AHa*(G~~GA •• 21*(Rl.*~I) 
TG1~L ~LAJ~ LIFT/T~~UST ~EK aL'~E 
"";]I',::'it .dJljT ~lJ31 (~'iJ. (J"!i:GAHn .(H" ~ II 
aADLAL :E~T5~ JF LIFT/~l 
PSI 
v.o 















.aa~9f-02 .1431~+Ol .637~E-02 .71~8e+OO 
.8;;7[-02 .ll~~i:+01 .6ZdtE-02 .7256E+~0 
.7-24E-U2 .12JOE+Jl .~353E-OZ .7Z1vE+OO 
.~~~~E-C2 .8~19E+1) .3g8~~-02 .711d~+OJ 
.3~4Zl-C2 .5&35E+JJ .Z~53E-02 .72e3~+CJ 
.J37Qe-C2 .~~bli:+GJ .2ib2E-C2 .d4b~E+JO 
.t4d3t-C2 .104~E+Ol .437JE-02 .7512E+OO 
.7900E-L2 .127J~+J1 .5~36E-J2 .71~2E+JO 
.d~SJE-~2 .14JJE+J1 .61l3f-02 .7043E+00 
.372lE-02 .1~JQ~+Oi .~215E-G2 .7l2~':+JO 
.e03bE-02 .1!Q8~+Jl .5875E-02 .7311~+00 
.t911E-C2 .lll7~+Jl .5Z02E-C2 .7526E+00 
.~7b4~-02 .~313E+OO .4449E-02 .7720E+00 
.4R~8E-02 .7a9SE+OJ .3933E-02 .7B42E+O~ 
.4362E-C2 .7J47E+OJ .3436E-02.7d7QE+J~ 
.4175E-02 .b74~E+~u .3291E-02 .7882E+OO 
.• ~J59E-02 .7l44E+OJ • 3437i:-D2 .• 7d~4E+JO 
.49Z~E-02 .7Q5qE+~~ .334SE-02 ~.7812E+)a 
.~7~ZE-C2 .92q~E+01 .4373E-02 .7cJ2~+OO 
.• c~~2~-C2 .1075E+Ol .437~~-02 .732et+JC 
~7527E-02 .1Zlbt+Jl .5370E-02 .71~~~+OO 
.833~E-02 .13~7E+~1 .~~27E-0Z .7112E+~J 
21 
AlI~Jrrl Ar-.GU' - J.e. JEGo(~ES 
---------------------------
~ It? 1: .30C;Ct;+QJ .50»E+00 .7~OOE+OO .8500E+OO .9~,)CE:+OO 
He 
.o;o\.:o ~ ~o(jlE-Ol .L4BE+Ou .3~14t:+~0 .4.1l~E+CJ .3eo8E+UO 
.1ucca .2c..aee-CL • (N4;JO; .. Ol .23,6E+00 • 2772E +00 .251CfE+00 
.20000 .1" __ 8E-ul .tlu13:-01 ol:l47E+OO .1701!:+CIJ .14'13E,+OO 
dC~~J .i~lQE-G1 .51HE-0l .1l48E+C0 .12QH+u'J .9999E-Ol 
• !to':':)':' "U~\;t:- .. H .412)::-01 • H25E-01 .~8:'ZE-l·1 .o887E-n 
.5C~OJ .ldli,-ul .337:l:-01 .7('54E-O.l. .7044::-01 .468SE:-Ol 
.70')00 .lUC8E-vl .22.Bt-J1 .42~bE-01 .4 .. 30E-v1 .1775E-Ol 
.9',)00') .6LC2E-JZ .1l2bE-01 .2004E-(;1 ~19Z2E-iJ1 .1503E-02 
.Q~}OCJ .439i:1E-:J2 • 77~5E-.1Z .1344~-tH .12~Jc-Cl -.522,)\:-';3 
• '1'i0C0 "20lbE-02. • 31t1 6": -02 .574:::-v'! .51B3E-Cl -.902QE':'03 
; AlIMJTH 4:1:GLE- 15.0 OE:iI<1!:::S 
", ---------------------------
k/"l.U .3CO(.E+OJ .:OJO';+OO .750CE+0(' .95CJE+CJ .1t!1CJE+OO 
"'Ie 
.0;(lJ') .C:ti3BE-01 • Uof-;:+)O .3013E+()0 .'tl8ZE+OO .3939E+,)O 
ol\).)O:; .2JHE-·Jt .9~7,)=-Ol .2"4'i:+00,) • '.~C7: +IJJ .24~3=+OO 
.2C ijCC .l:-4C~-vl .0133':-0.1. .1'1)9c+u~ ol77dc+(;0 .146f!E+00 
• ~OO(IO .L2oc:E-vl .4.,72t:-Ol .1154E+Ov .12Edi:+QO .9742E-01 
.4,)00:) .11131::-01 .3!l1dE-Cl .d8f:4c-01 .97t.Jc-Ul .6b33E-Jl 
.j\);)CJ .473qE-~2 • ~~7dE-0l .6~50E-ul .7497E-01 .4440E-:11 
.7;)OJ" .7aCt:-v2 .B~5E-01 .4U4E-1)1 .425bE-Cl .1572E-Ol 
• ~oo 00 .'tlo&E-n .9437E-i)2 .ld7lE-01 .178~E-{;l .321~E-03 
.~r;OJO .2960t-02 • ~;Hc-t)2 ol242E-Ol .llsee-01 -.1345E-OZ 
.910u;) .13tCE-02 • ZB:hE-n .5257E-02 .4b99E-02 -.l2~QE-OZ 
AZIMUTH Af4 "L €:- 30.C DEG~~ES 
---------------------------
;UoU: .3000t:+C') .5000E+OO .7500E+00 .8300:+00 .9500E+00 
XIC 
.c,oc.;o .3292E-Ol .1265:+00 .3139E+OO .35d5E+OO .3257E+00 
.10('\\)0 .228LE-Ol .85cHE-01 .21l2E+CO .2~97E+OO .2105E+00 
.20000 .1532E-Ol .5554':-01 .1H'5E+OO .1506E+OO .12UE+O,) 
.30000 .11 HE-01 .4l0bE-Ol .9792E-01 .1081E+1)0 .6019E-01 
.40000 .'HOeE-02 .31 nE-Ol .7463E-01 .8l0bE-Cl .5352E-01 
.50000 .76oLE-02 .2503':-01 .5773E-01 .oBoE-Ol .3481E-01 
.700eO .4987E-02 .151 7E-i)l .3345E-\)1 .3396E-Ol .lOb8E-Ol 
.9CiuOJ .Z5b5E-n • 71 77E-J2 .14631:-01 .13b6E-Ol -. J.lt52E-02 
.~31)0O .170oE-02 .4;70c-02 .ge12E-OZ .0663E-O.2 -.2384E-02 
.Q9COO .7 -I98E-03 .Z122E:-02 .4027E-02 .3of82E-C2 -.1~30E-OZ 
22 
AZL'1UTrl ~~GL':= 4':;.0 Ik;,~~ES 
---------------------------
~/~11 .J(;Ov:+vv .3JJ;JE+vu • 7~Q\iE+00 .tl50OE+CO .9500E+00 
X/C 
.1~5C'~\i .2i':Jli;-.Jl .1113':+00 .Z265E+OU • Z:'b 7E +00 .Z37f:E+uJ 
.lJv0-J .1noE-IJl .7't71c-·)l .Bl7t+CO • 17C8;; +UO .l!I25E+OO 
• ~~:I.,PJ .12 Z lE-Ql .47ZH-Ol .~504E-Ol .1U62E +00 .~71QE-Ol 
• .i~C 'iu .:3d\J4t;-Ol .3410E-(;1 .6883£-01 .75loE-v1 .5:ib9E-01 
.4~v0l\ .~!;27t-OZ .2;741'-01 .5.1.7QE-v1 .5505E-Cl .35~lE-01 
.5.)':;)1) .;v:;ItE-\!~ .19 7u~-\Jl .~Q;()E-Ol .415aE-C1 • Z212E-01 
• 70lJC\i .255Qt-')2 .1115t-01 .2214E-01 .2200::-01 .470'1E-02 
.;C(j~v .1G.78E-v~ • ItT ~OE-J2 • 'i<'Q4E-U2 .e29':tr:-CZ -.311CE-02 
.~~C0~ .6';)c3E-03 .314:Jt-J2 .0034E-1)2 .~143E-(jZ -.3237E-02 
.-Nevl) .3E43t-H .13HE-J2 .2506E-02 .2I:Z1e-(.2 -01817E-'n 
A z r"u r-1 ~'l;LEs OLI.O 1l~:;~EES 
---------------------------
:</-<.11 .3CCCt+OO .;)OJt:+J0 .7~OOC:+OO .t!:OJE+:iO .Q~OOE+OO 
X/C 
.u5CCO .9764E--H • 770~r;-J1 .1~62E+C\J .1otJE+OJ .1757E+QO 
olC(v; .oH2t-Ot! .~ll_=-vl .1\;43E+CO .1l'15E+uO .1123E+00 
• ~ Jt20f) .j~O~i.-v! .31'3')~-v1 • o~.'I'E-01 • 7J 13;-01 • ~347E-Ul 
• 3Ct: GJ • a04f-n .l!53~-01 .1t663E-l)1 • S210E-C.1 .3J87E-Ol 
.':'~GC~ .1otl7E--J2 • l.l1l3E-01 .348;E-tJl .~b'oE-01 .Z508E-Ol 
.50C.\,;-) • .,3:;8E-03 • 12!tGE:-:H • Z634E-ul .2b37':-01 ol481E-Ol 
.7:CCO .i!: 721:-G3 • "5o;J~-02 .lHeE-Ol .1"73E-01 .2082E-02 
.~JC('" .~4~C;!:-1J5 .Z530::-02 0591b':-02 .5420E-02 -.3l43E-02 
.95(;lJC .U::7E-u4 .J.5~lE-'::;Z .3S15C:-02 • 3J3~t:-(J2 -.Zq]9t-C2 
• q~CfJ'; .2~~CE:-J!t • 6't 7iC-O:; .1570':-02 .130dE-';2 -01637E-02 
AZl'1~TrI A'I-,lE- 75.C OEGI<<:ES 
---------------------------
,(/~ 11 .3COOE+OO .!;I;)O')E+CO .7;O{,E+OO .8500£:+CO .Q50CE+OO 
X/C 
.GjJGC -.156bE-U1 • za ~ ItE-Ol .1't;)9'=+CC .1736E+0;) .1725E+OO 
.1UlJOCi -.l(175E-J1 .186~::-01 .980QE-Ol .1l63E+OJ .1115E+00 
.2CuuO -.7196E-Ul .1l8lE-,n • ~230E-0l .7341E-C1 .bltb7E-01 
.3C1v()J ~.;:;4eE-02 .5431)':-02 .4;3'E-(;1. .~29f::-01 .4207E-01 
.40000 -.446<;E-02 .62772-02 .3454E-C1 .39HE-01 .2797E-01 
.50')00 -.36d2E-u2 .4745E-02 .2b7CE-vl .30bOE-Cl .179bE-Ol 
.7')':)0') -.n; 11:-(;2 .2~~5E-02 .1~47E-Ol .1726E-Ol .5415E-02 
• ,/0.:;00 -.104CE-'j! .lZBE-02 .6705E-02 • u'7Cc-OZ -.5903E-03 
.95000 -.6535E-03 .t!H2E-03 .4437E-02 .47C2E-02 -.101bE-02 
.99C'OO -.t!468E-03 .379bE-03 .1854E-02 .1935E-02 -.6767E-C3 
23 
AZIMUTH .1~GL:· 90.0 DEGREES 
---------------------------
:-Inn: .30;::010: +0·) .;)J'JI::+OO .7~JOE+OO .d500!:+OO .950C~+JO 
x/e 
.o'Cuc· -.3343E-Ol -.7037E-03 .185·~E+Ou .2,0:);:+00 .2')85E+00 
.1C':1..0 ':'.2226E-Ol .55l3E-OJ .12oH+CO • 14')zE:+QO • U7l.E+OO 
.~uCOO -.139~E-01 .1!)~'E-02 .8l3q:-Ol • 'U:f:I3E-Cl .8295E-01 
• BOuO -.lOCI)£:-Ol .21H:;'02 .1)153E-01 .71HE-C1 .5691E-01 
... )OJO -.74'1itE:-vZ .lit ~JE-.n .4024E-1J1 • ~"13E-Cl .4046E-Cl 
.,')~(JO -.5~6ef:-C2 .2!J1J7t-02 .3 R 47E-Ol .4432E-01 .2S8ZE-Ol 
.7JU00 -030113£-02 .dllE-02 .2B7E-vl .27L1E-vl .1334E-J1 
.~OUIJ'J -.1027i:-C2 .2J34E-02 .1123E-C.1 • J.261;-01 .3Q37E-02 
.~~;vCo -. ~75 7E-('3 .1015E-02 .755..lE-OZ .e4u4E-l.Z .n07E-02 
.';;';H,;CJ -01!:!4 7E-O 3 .5')OH-03 .3203E-u2 .3552E-C2 .7'l42E-03 
AZ I,1UT rI ,\I'jGLt"1:l5.0 ik;;R::::S 
---------------------------
~/H: • ~O(;O:.+OJ .5)JJc+':):) .7500!:+0v .c:iOJE+OO .950CE'+)O 
xle 
.0:;;0\1>; -.33E'lE-(J1 .2;:5i3E:-01 .232QF+C'0 .26"l2E+OO .24Z4E+OO 
• .10COO -.2H:dE-;)1 .174-3E-01 .1~'19E+OJ .1835E +eo .1517E+OO 
.200C.0 -.lZ45c-JL .141 .. E-01 .lOb2E+L"J .1ZIOE+C\) .1011E+OO 
• .;JOOO -;f:lC 24::-0l .12'l'tE-01 • ace3':-::.l .9152E-l'1 .7213E-J1 
.400:;'0 -.524~E-02 .U.,2i:-01 .64"ZE-01 .7267':-1..1 • ;378E-01 
.50C\.lO -. 3287E-0~ .1072i:-Jl • 52';;)eE-J1 • :c73E-Cl .405CE-01 
.70(JOO -.721 QE-03 • t.i75'1E-JZ .3405E-Cl1 .3747E-Cl .2209E-01 
.900JJ .~bl&l'-:l3 .5:i4d':-:i2 .1tHE-Ol .ld2bE-Ol .d734E-1)2 
.'15(;00 .6030E-·H .4:}02E-02 .1150E-01 .1234':-01 .5'16E-n 
• '1'-ICU~ .3084':-.:13 .11 Bc-J2 .4~51=-L2 • ;£7Sc-iJ2 .2211E-02 
AZI'1l.1TH A'l(;,LE-IZO.O DeGREES 
---------------------------
~ I':> 11 .3000E+OJ .5CJ)E+OO .7500E:+OO .0500E+00 d500E+00 
X/C 
.05CO" -.155BE-JL • :3Bd::-01 .2!l'HE+OO .2'1ZOE+01) .2578E+OO 
.10('(,0 -.tjju7f:-02 .6244::-0.1 .1797E+00 • 201Cc: +00 .l737E+QO 
.20(;00 -.2a59E-OZ .4410E-:H .1211E+00 .1343i: +00 .1l12E+uO 
.30vOI) -.1047E-03 .355'lE-01 • Q3HE-01 .1028E +(,0 .8102E-01 
.40uUv .l573E-1oI2 .3001E-01 .7;81E-01 -.8267t:-Cl .f:279t-:)l 
.5C.OOO .2662E-u2 .2574E-01 .6256E-OI .07b4c-01 .4Q03E-Ol 
.700uo .30861:.-02 .1848;;-01 .4I73E-01 .44ZI:!i:-C1 .2daLE-01 
.9COO(.l • 3l0C~-02 .1029E-01 .2148E-01 .2221E-01 .1239E-01 
.95000 .Z412E-OZ .7250E-02 .1478E-01 • 1513E-(,1 .7960E-02 
.99000 .1188E-02 .• 3242 S-02 • b4~Ot-C2 .652'3E-02 .3203E-02 
24 
Al Ii~'JTrl ;\~.·';L':a135.V a= :;~:: E: S 
---------------------------
~I 00( 11 .300uE+iJJ .50JJE+OO .75:)0£+00 .eSOUi:+(JO .'i500E+OI) 
xI:' 
.{'j:~~ .144I.:E-':I .. .1'tBt+0~ .274ZE+C.J .3u'5~=+OO .26~bE+OO 
• 10~' I}~ .12i.l~t-01 • U 35C:+·)J .1-10~t+OO .2113':+00 .1827E+OO 
.2ovi.i(: olu7CE-Cl .7i)~aE-J1 .1295E+QO .1421E+OO .1l84E+OO 
• :!(,.~~c .1014t-'H .~572t-Jl .LC~6E+CC .1O~~E+(;C .3606f-01 
• 'tllliJu • ~bo It;-OZ .45:31~-Ol .'323bE-1i1 • o:lS5'3E-.)l .6876E-')l 
.5UC~O .o.H;l5E-u2 .3H1E-Ol .1}c347E-OI .7293':-01 .5451E-Q1 
.7':lOO .71'1ltc-02 .2~HE-H .4:,30':-J1 .403ZE-Cl • n9SE-Ol 
.'1:l0u\J .::"<.t9E-02 .13-131:-01 .2432E-01 .2456E-C,1 .1449E-Ol 
.;,3 ~('J .373H-C2 .'i6BE-n .16841'-01 .lb61':-(:1 .c;313E-02 
.4~('CO .1 B3E-G2 .4242'=-'.)2 .7't07E-02 .72d1c-C2 .3717E-J2 
"Z 1 '1U T H A\jGLE-150.C DE;;~t:tS 
---------------------------
I< 1:(, i I .3COO<:+00 .500Ji:+OC .7~OO=+OO .8500E+CO .95CCE+OO 
~/C 
.v:iI .. \.i0 o't2 6 5E-J 1 • b~ 1':+00 .29Z2E+QO .32ti7E+OO .2923E+0) 
.UCJl' .JO'tot-C1 .1l':lOc+Ju .2C3CE+OU • 226~c: +eJ .197BE+OO 
.200CoO .2173£-ul .7d13E-.Jl 0131'3E+00 .1~23E+"J .1279E+OJ 
• ~<J'j'JO 017t: 1£-01 .!:1~qc-C1 .lC7H+CO .1172=+00 .9490E-01 
• .. JuJ') .1":tOt;-vi • ~'iZ ;£-,)1 • cl73CE-Ol .9 4 09:-01 .7385E-Jl 
.5.j\.uJ .HHE-0l .1t177::-01 .721t5E-01 .7731.E-01 .5335E-01 
.7J<':;-) .'1211:-02 .2e~4E-01 ... ad7E-01 • ,134E-C1 .35vlE-01 
• t;:,c·()O .:; 1be~-J2 .147oc-01 .25:'4E-01 .Z597~-OI .1519E-01 
.'4~Cl,,·J .3ea2[;-;,2 .lv2JE-')l 0.1. 765E-v 1 .1774:-01 .9724£-02 
.~J(,Cj .1~!loE-J2 .1t473-:-02 .77701:-02 .7b73E-\:l .3'l62E-G2 
AZI:1JTrl ~'lGL;:aLo:i.O ~c'j.Jt:ES 
---------------------------
V~ll .300{;t+CI) .~J()J:+OO .75COE+00 .~~OOC+CO .9500£+00 
X/\. 
.v;,OCC • ~H6E-01 .l't92c+00 .3090E+OO .3529E+00 .31&5E+00 
.1U~~~ .3692E-\)1 .10JlJE+OO • Z131E+OC .2427:+00 .2132E+00 
.20uOJ .2426E-01 • 702~t::-01 .1't36E+OO .1613E+00 .1364E +00 
• ..!uvOO .18,IE-01 .5.5'tE-OI .1108E+OO .12i16E+Ci) .9996E-Ol 
... (lCC') .1429£-(;1 .4It3~E-0i .6963E-Cl .9913E-Ol .B76E-!l1 
.~uJ(,O .1l313t:-·Jl .3b71t-Ol .7376E-01 .8C.6l::-01 .!l978E-01 
.7JCOJ .7010E-')2 .2403E-01 .48911:-01 .52~3E-01 .3475E-OL 
.':'000j .33COc-02 olZ35E-Ol .2506£-01 .Zb10E-CI .1454E-01 
.95COC .2221E-02 .&912E-()2 .1724E-Ol .1773E-01 .9209E-02 
.9~COO .95!i5E-03 .3934::-02 .753ttE-02 .7631E-C2 .3628E-02 
25 
:.' 
.1l I ;"'J T rl ~'-JGL:·ldO.O OEG~EES 
---------------------------
",/;/1: 
.300Cc+CiJ .50,JI)E+O:) .7500E+C0 .1j500t.=+OO .950CE+OO 
qC 
.0 51~I\)O ... 34 7:-U1 .1250E+(;0 .3C64E+QO .;'5~'tE+OO .n34E+OO 
.1(jCC·.1 • 2e 6 2: -(il do30E-Gl .2108=+(,v • Z44H +0", .2107E+OO 
.~Oui)1) .17271:-01 .5773E-Ol .lr.O:iE+OO • .i.6l3EHO .1369E+OO 
• ~t.;\"t ... ·e .1l72E-C)l • H14E-.H .1t.72t+0G .1222E+CC .9899E-Ol 
• ~')',)OJ .~ltjE-:'Z .3H:"E-Ol .E>:,,8.;,E-C-l ."706'=-(.1 .74·85E-v1 
• j~.J J::' .5t..()4~-f:!Z .2HIOE-01 .o~-14E-Cl .7tl43E-01 .5729E-Ol 
.7~~::O .217Gl-lJ! .ld 73E-Ol .4:;3t1E-Gl .4Y~2E-01 .3190E-'H 
• -iOl':it. .. ~:J't 1 t -03 .9517:;-02 .2271E-01 .2421E-01 .1249E-0l 
• ,)~0C\,; .4.e-7Cc-~ • • ,';7.E-n ~1:;,;lE-0J. .16,,31:-(;1 .77l'tE-02 
.:;1~Jj. -.3237';-04 .2.0':',,-02 .6737-:-U2 .f-Q9OE-(;2 .29't9E-02 
AlJ.:',\.JT'1 oI'i'';Ll''1.,5.0 D::;.::1:5 
---------------------------
t</~1: .3·jJ0E+V) • ;''))JE+i)O • 7,OGS+t.c .~!l:;C~+00 .<:I500E+CO 
~/C 
"0:t,j~ .Z33lt-jl .1JS5::+:)u .~o()0E+CO .3341E+00 .3099E+JO 
.1u~C~ .l4U7l:-Jl • n :32E-01 .1 H<;t.=+CO .2iNE+CO .2064!:+l)O 
.~~~c~ .661ZE-O-! • 't 71:. E-:n .1267c+00 .1't92':+,,0 .12d9E+C.J 
.3 ot. vO .2d17E-'J2 ,3:>5H-Jl .'1577E-':;1 .J.l~()c+(j·.) .-i166E-Ol 
.4(.,:00 .3.04n-,}3 ,2754t-lH ,7 H1::-01 .8c::i!li:-01 .6tl34E-01 
.]O ... CJ -.127,::E-;2 .2b;:-Jl • ell<lE-OJ. .7C'tOi:-Cl .513CE-01 
.7uc..ul,; -dOv9E-O~ .12 nE-01 .3'3'13E-Ol .43776-01 .2704E-01 
.;~CO\J -.26cltt-('2 .:lJHE-02 .ltlHt-01 ,2(03,,-(H .9476E-02 
.9 :.IlJ v·J -.2C20l;--:Z • 4.H E-02 .1~:e~-Jl • UoC,S-01 .5~26E-n 
.'n~,;.J -.~"23E-J; .174:l=-·)2 .5';c8E-C2 .!l8't'fE-C2 .1444E-02 
AZ r.'tUT1 ~ 'I ; L ::,. 21 \) • 0 Oi:~';':=S 
---------------------------
.. I'd : .3000E+:):) .5J:»)1O.:)0 .75006+00 .8:;'OOE+OO .9500E+OO 
X/C 
.(;:lOCO .1260E-01 .9·,)7'tE-01 .24;0":+00 .3('Z6E+Ov .2992E+OO 
.10l,,,,:) .clb4E-n .:'03310-01 .1 b72E+OO .20~o;E+CJ .1914E+~O 
.2jOCO .;'C3lF.-Ol .3024E-Jl .10Q4E+OO .133,,':+&0 .1179E+00 
.3::CJu -.23b3E-02 • 273ut;-Ol • d183!:-Ol .~901;:-Cl .13271E-Ol 
.400UO -.4~59r:-J2 .2025E-01 .6415E-01 .7703E-C1 .6C3t:E-01 
.5CiJuO -.:i460E-02 .1513;:-01 .511lE-01 .bC8bE-u1 .44ZEE-01 
• neoo -. b321E-02 .794ZE-'l2 • 3l~OE-01 .3b~2':-01 • 21 72 E-Ol 
.<;JCOO -.4bBf-n .29BE-02 .l500E:-01 .1b77E-01 .6369E-02 
.9!:i000 -.3't26E-Q2 .lS63E-02 .lOllE-01 .l109E-Cl .3315E-02 
.99000 -.1573E-02 .7t19=1E-03 .~347E-02 .465H-C2 .94·~CE-C3 
26 
AZ {;1U T 11 "·'lGL t.~2~.0 .:lEG~I:':S 
---------------------------
;>IJ11 • 3CC-ve +C ') .5'''\·J.JE+OO .75001:+0J .E30JO:+OO d50uE+00 
,,/c 
.0;1\:(,.0 .173bE-'.H .b~;e-01 .Z.b5E+C(; .Z76YE+OO .2721E+OO 
d-JL(;U .9n7E-02 • .. HaE-rn .14711:+00 .l£BE+00 .1Hlt+OO 
.20ce:) .1ge4E-c.~ • ~o4IH-Ol • y543E-Ol .Hub;: +00 .108QE+00 
• JC·J~":' -.11,-81::-02 • U24E-Ol .7C73E-Ol .fJeS0E-Cl .7515E-01 
.4 ;)r) I. V -.40~8E-02 .12~2E-Ol .5487.:-(,1 .td43E-01 .537jE-0l 
.5C-)('J -.:'61bl:-JZ .9J7:}E-02 .432JE-G1 .53't9':-01 .3841E-0l 
~7JC('J -.oto1~-02 .3B'Jt-:>2 .25'16E-Ol .315?!;-vl .1733E-01 
.9\.:000 -.5233E-:J2 • ~21~E-:)3 .lH9E-01 .1385':-01 .3c;75E-02 
.95 'JOO -.39J.3E-02 .4b~~E-03 .7928£.-02 .9048:;-02 .1675E-C2 
.99':'0,) -.18C:4E-.l2 • bUE-03 .3375E-J.! .374YE-(;Z .25H:E-03 
AZ PhJT-i A~;;L::"240.0 Dt~,( E E S 
---------------------------
~/'<l.: .30";U~+<J) .5000E+OO .7~OOt+CO .E500E+'JO .450\)10+00 
)'IC 
.(j?u\JC .l374c-0! .4311::-')1 .1"69f+CO .2587C+OJ .25Qf7E+00 
• J.IJ~·V'J .l"{;ZE-vi .Z':1HE-v1 olBt.c+OO .174tlE+OJ .17e: E+OO 
.Z:;vu;) .~j43f-l)~ .1740E-01 .8634E-(1 .1121':+LJ .1v27':+OO 
• :~Ju~~ .105 .. c: -.) ~ .J.l:H:-lJl .6373E-vl. • El21e-Ol .7011E-Ol 
• .. OJ.)0 -.1':l"8E-J~ • :H4·~E-.J2 ... nCE-C1 .c;,ulc-Ci1 .4.,41E-li1 
.5;;--:;O'J -03;'14c- I)..' .:'~~5::-JZ d:'<51c-'H .4%..'E-(;1 .346lE-01 
• 70(;0i) 
-.5379:-J2 .l~8(,E-OZ .22dlc-~Jl .2":46:-C1 .14blE-Ol 
.90000 -. -.50'1t-,)Z .n51::-03 .10l~~-(,! .l223E-Cl .2~OCE-02 
.'1JOVe -.34!t2t.-;';Z .4 .. 32':-04 .o74C't:-v2 .793v':-0l .7710E-v3 
.9'1C:'JJ -.1:.36L-<J2 .5Z4H-()j .2fl4'JC:-G2 .3'!9~-;i..' -.10eCE-03 
AZ IMUT'i A '4 .. L ~ " , ; ~ • 0 tJ:;~.::: s 
---------------------------
""1<11 .30')0':+JO .~OOOE+OO .7500E+OO .6500E+00 .9500E+00 
'Ale 
.C·7I.CO .1,?J.E-Ol • j7; lE-01. .1t!47E+OJ .24BuE+CO .2544E+OO 
• .. 0(,00 .<1~<ooE-C2 .254';':-01 .1256:+00 .1677':+0 .1668E+00 
.zeoco .389H-OZ .1621E-01 .6164:-01 olO7aE+{'0 .10\)3E+00 
.3eooc .1dOE-02 .lt5q~-'Jl .6050E-OI • HlItE-C,l .6d27E-01 
.4000J -.;749E-C3 • B~Z~E-02 .4702E-Ol .f.C79E-CI .47'16E-01 
.~h):)OO -.ltl42E-JZ .62't7E-02 .37C1E-Ol .4733t-CI .3345E-01 
.70000. -.3233£-02 .302 7E-OZ .2219E-Ol .2756E-Ol .1384E-01 
• 900 ~Jv -.26!'.2E-02 .l·).J3E--J2 .1008E-01 .1HOE-Ol .2185E-02 
.95000 -.2195E-02 .623~E-03 .6702E-02 .77301:-02 .4779E-03 
.Q~OiJO -.104'1£-02 .2;'iOE-03 .21347E-02 .3l84E-C2 -.2406E-03 
27 
AZIMlIfrl ~i';LE-l70.0 DE':;~=~S 
-----------------------.---
R/H I .3000E+(;0 .~OOJE+OO .7500E+OO .S:}OvE+CO .9500E+OO 
X/C 
.05\"vC -.;'100':-02 • 44721:-C1 .1851E+OC .2511i:+OJ .2021E+OO 
.1luCv -.35521:-\)2 .311ZE-.,H .126/lE+OO .17uoE+OO .1720E+00 
.200(,,0 -.l'1C9t:-02 .2l0lE-01 .83'::5E-01 .1l02E+CO .1(.38E+00 
.30(0) 
-ol30lt-Ol .1605E-O,L .0252E-01 .aJ.42~-01 .71eCE-01 
.<tvuuJ -.1055E-u2 .l274E-OL .49L3E-u1 .o293E-01 .5019E-01 
.5e.;;CO -.'HllE-03 .ln9E-u1 .3~20E-0l .4932E-Cl .3528E-0l 
.700ec -.Gl380E-1,)3 .b~27'=-OZ .24l5E-C1 • Zh3E-Ol .1496E-01 
.~()OOO -.boSH-03 .2d"~E-1)2 .1149E-01 .129H-v1 .2500E-02 
.~,ouo -.4964f.-C'3 • U29E-n .77:50E-02 .a471E-C2 .6041E-03 
.-1';:(;') -.2l4tE-,B .93f>3E-03 .33BE-02 .3524E-02 -.2071E-03 
ALJ.MuTri 4'1GLc:02135.IJ CrGj(=:: S 
---------------------------
Il/~ll .30Cui:+uJ .5:))0E+1)0 • 7;OOE+O() .1:I:;OOt+OO .950CE+OO 
'1./C 
.0 :d"CU -.l'l:;2E-(:j. • "1~JE-n .2G25E+OC .l726':+00 .'::833E+OO 
.1U("OC. -.1lliE-01 .36'1~t:-01 .1391E+vO .1052E+OO .leb2E+J) 
.~~(ju0 -.'t5~:3E-02 • Z;)17E--Jl • 123lE-C1 .1.::03=+00 .1l28E+GO 
.300-)1) 
-.15 ~ 7E:-O! .20HE-01 .oC;HE-Cl .89.:l7S-CI .7752E-01 
.400CO .17101:-03 .1747£:-01 .5557~-Ol .6951S-(H .5515E-01 
.3CQu,j .lZ1('E-02 .14~H-01 .449lE-JI .54d7i:-Cl .3'illE-01 
.70CJO .Z09lf:-02 .999,) f:-.)2 .2842E--Jl • BOOt-01 .1712E-0l 
.'10000 .1162E-n .5175::-)2 .1'Af:E-'H .14'BE-vi .3403E-02 
• '0;0\.'0 .131:>0(-02 .3573,,-n • Q4BE-02 • "9U~-02 .1l69E-02 
.9 .. COO .076(:£-(,.3 .1:)7 ~E-')z .4vHE-C2 .4,L':7C-C2 -.2384E-04 
AZIMuTH Il'lGLt-300.0 DEG~EES 
---------------------------
~/U: .30UOI:+00 .50JJE+·)0 .7S00E+OO .850ilE+00 .9500E+OO 
X/C 
.0!:iCilO -.1ll8c-iH .5853E-01 .2292E+OO .2989E+OJ .3055E+OO 
.100",0 -.4376E-02 .4~4~E-01 .1576E+uO .2u33c+(;J .200QE+OO 
.2000(, .!lb5E-Ol .3103E-01 .lu4dE+OO .1324E +Ol} .1217E+OO 
.300,)0 .HbOE-02 .2505c-0l .7~73E-01 • .. abLE-CI .8372E-01 
.40000 .5445E-02 .2118E-01 .6352E-;)1 .7695E-\,,1 .59b1E-01 
.500CO .0214E-02 • nO)E-ul .5143E-Ol .b097E-Cl .4234E-01 
.70COO .0277E-02 .1307E-01 .3269E-u1 .3710c-Cl .1876E-01 
.90Uilu .4342E-02 .753ZE-ill .lb19t-u1 .1704E-01 .4078E-02 
.95000 .3210E-02 • 5Z~Oc-vZ .1l03E-01 • U31E-01 .1629E-02 
.99000 .1510E-02 .2305E-'J2 .4784E-02 .4766E-02 .18b9E-03 
28 
Al lI'liJ r 11 A."'GL(a.)l~.J Of: ;r{cE S 
---------------------------
"nIl • ~(OCE +00 .50v')i:+OO .7~OOE+OO .e~vOE+OJ .'150CE+JO 
x IC 
.Y;r~'J .113:'t-'H .7'>37E-l,)l .253:;'E+CO .3173E+OO .'3168E+OO 
• lu\.:;O .1U'fE:-ul. .55bE-Ol .1742E+OO .21.,lE+(jJ .2094E+OO 
.Nuca .121 9E-O 1 .40'HE-Ol .11~6E+OO .l40bE+OC .1265E+JO 
.3 :'0J J .12601;-01 .3l-lJE-Jl .6775E-Ol • .1.,)401: +eo .8~olE-n 
• 4JJ.:i) .1271E-;J1 .2g1E-Ol .6~132E-Cl .8101':-Cil .f-1HE-·J! 
.50u"u .1239E-Cl .2"31':-01 .5t"1E-01 .64t>3E-Cl .4H1E-1Jl 
• 7(.': (; (, .lve1t-·J! .175;':-)1 • H:04E-01 .3~34c-01 .lS91E-Ol 
• q'JIJ I)) ."'~4't:-OZ • 97'>0:-02 .l76~E-Ol .!EllOe-vl .403EE-02 
.I?JU;) .'t796E..,u2 .6:17 7i;-02 .lZ03E-01 .1203E-Cl .16leE-02 
• ";o.f'~C'J .21't1i:-02 • 3:ld 31:-)2 .!l'07E-02 .!1075E-('l .2(;;;E-03 
AZl.,UTH ~,~GL i- 33v. 0 utG~c:;S 
---------------------------
R/U: dOl)OH00 .500)::;+JO .7~OCE+OJ .c!~O()c+OJ .9500E+C.0 
X/C 
.O:;IJoJ:i .2'1181:-01 .1075r:+OQ • 277I)E+C\) .:nf.ZE+OJ .3313e+oo 
.! .. ",(:0 • UC12t-Jl .7618;:-01 .1901.:+uO .22:!LE+OJ .2171E+OO 
• ZC.':'OI) .19t1lt:-Ol .5353 i;-vl .12~5E+(j0 .l,,71E+CC .1303E+OJ 
.3,h,0;; 
.ld45E-Jl .42'33E-J1 .~476E-0l .10~'E +0 .fl8~OE-Ol 
.'t(,i(;OJ ..I. 7j:E-uL .3:idJ;:-·:H .7:v3:-0! .e4'17c-Cl .'J2ZC.E-Ol 
.5000,) .10lSE-C1 .~O35':-01 • 6li 39E-Cl .ttl,-'n=-"l .4341E-Ol 
.7(,)000 .DllE-Ol • H2Zc-Jl .3t1Zi.E-Ol .40HE-C1 .lt21E-Ol 
• 9ue O·J .792110-:)2 .1l47~-Ol .1039:0-01 .lB4ut::-v1 .3305E-02 
.~~O(,.j • ;.t74:-·..:~ .t:.jUE-02 .1c.bZt-Ol. .122':'I:-Cl .1046E-02 
• 9 ~c Ji) .2572E-02 .35'li!=-C2 .54HE-C2 • ~U7l:-02 -.t754E-04 
AZJ'1UTH A'~GLc·345.0 D~"l(cES 
---------------------------
R/UI • 3VCJCi: +')1) .5JO,)<.:+00 .75001;; +oe .8,00:+00 .9500E+OO 
XlC 
.J:DCC· .~04Jt-'H .1353E+OO .3123E+QC .3704c;+CO .3573E+OO 
.10CU'J .2414E-01 .9443E-;)l .2131E+(;O • 2~,04E+CJ .2333c+OO 
.2CvvC .2018E-!)l • b4 51'Jf-01 .1395e+00 .1610':+('0 .l391E+!)0 
.3CCvO .1~4!E-O! .5041E-Jl .l044E+OO .llb4E+OO .~387E-Ol 
.4.JC(\(j .H07C-01 .4H2E-Ol • t320lE-Ol .9.1.21E-vl .6525E-Ol 
.;OOCu .1:.77E-1,)1 .34251;-01 .b547c-0l .71BE-Ci! .4495E-Ol 
.700JO .1Zt.bE-0l .23.1. 0 ;:-J 1 .4u74E-Ol .4225E-Cl .1791E-Ol 
.~uOOO .7653E-02 .12JoE-Ol .195GE-0l • .1.884';-01 .2H8E-1l2 
.9500J .H97E-02 .8355':-02 .1318E-Ol .1240E-Ol .24l0E-OJ 









0.16, 17.2, 4, 7., 0.29,6.1,0.0057, O. 
0, 0, 0, 0 
9.6 
0.5, 0.7,0.8, 0.9,1.0 
30.0, 10.0,0.1, 1,0 
~OGT kAOIJS/TIP QAOIUSa ~~/R1 • .10000 
LINEAA T~IST (~GQT TO TIPI. 7.0000J DEGREES 
R~TO~ I~CIDE~CE (FO~~~~J rl~T PJS1TIVEI • 6.100CO DEG~EES 
FREESTkE~M 1ACH ~U~S~~. 0.00000 
THRUST CJEFFI:IE~T· .)~57J 
FLAPPI~i l~E~TIA CGEFFIC[E~T· 
TGrAL IjfLJ~ RATIO-
MH'l11\)'1 liTa .10D0~(Z~MJ LIFT CU~DITIJN AP~LIED JELQW TY1S VALUEI 
P1tCE~IS~ QJ'J~ATIC APp~JXIMATIJN JF SPAh~IS~ DIPGLE ST~ENGTH VA~lATIQN 
**.**.* ••• **********.*~.*****.*.*.********.**************************** 
AIPFJ!l O~T4 TAdlES ~OT 0s~a 
.043 ZE~Q LIFT CO~DITION APPLIED 
.066 ZtRQ LIFT CONOITIQN APPLIED 
31 
SOLJTIC~ FJ~ COtFFICI~~TS 
-------------------------
.28oi!£-02 -.L~08t:-02 -.1~17;:-'H ./.)27~::-v4 
.J. 313E-02 
.35'~E:-02 -.1 .. 79:;-01 
-.Bo7E-)3 
-.2030E-02 .3:l74E-03 
-.737'1t-03 -.l74!'S-Ol -. :,21H-\JZ -.333bE-02 
-.3559E-')2 
-. 't6Z'.lE-n 
-.1986'=-(;1 -. ~~HE-')2 
-.It7'1llt-02 
-.2seIlE-02 
-.<;9E 4c-02 -.It?S4E-Jl -.72J1E-n -.)3~:E-J2 
-.90b!:E-03 
-.10d5':-Jl .1Jl5t-Cl -.236lE-J2:-.~dd2E-L3 
-.487.iE-0J3 
'-.<;3:11i:-)2 
.1 ~:nE-02 .:'~53E-)3 .22;'clE-02 
-.d2'<;E-iJ3 
-.342E-E-03 .;,35t-02 .304:'E-')3 .3133E-02 • 2·;~'tE:-'J2 
.9tHOi:-;)2 
.5338E-02 .Z3Bd~-J2 .3525E-OZ .1809E-02 
.133'~E-0l .f3~lE-C2 .4:JllE-)Z .20:'4t-1)2 .t377E-()3 
PIlCH ANGLE AT ~LADE RJOT- 15.3~361 DEGREES 
FLAPPING COEFFICIENT, Ala 0.28243 DEGREES 
FLAPPI~G COEFFICIENT, 31- 1. ?;;994 DEGREES 
COMPUTED THRUST COEFFICIENT- .570JE-02 
COMPUTED MOMENT COEFFICIE~T AgauT ROTQ~ X-AXIS--.19d8E-16 
COMPUTED ~OMcNT COEFFICIE~T AsaUT RaTOR Y-AXIS- .3755E-lb 
32 
... nJ.: • Built +01.1 .:>O')Oi:+JO .7'OOE+Ov .&5IJOE+C.il .9500E+OO 
PSI 
0.0 .1304c-lJi! .71 '>3E-Q2 .13iCE-Cl .15 ';Qe -0 1 .1593E-Cl 
15.0 .Zl"6E-O~ • ~H6::-J2 .1008E-:>1 .126~C:-Cl .1236E-Ol 
jll.O .2733E-02 .5H3E-il2 .7to5E-il2 .ea33~-02 .31QOE-02 
"'.J .2t:54t:-02 .53Hi:-.)2 .b193E-O~ .6b36E-02 .5Z9CE-02 
"C.v .23.17:-;.2 • :;3');E-C2 .619.2E-02 .6257':-02 .43b4F-Q2 
7').0 .~HH-O:Z • 5"~~:-uZ • 637ce-C2 .c'tt:8E-02 .406QE-02 
9C.O .Z814t:-uZ .5HH-QZ .6333E-U2 .~463c-02 .52b7E-02 
10:.1.:- .3~tl3t-C2 • Sn'tE-02 .66';OE-02 .eG87i:-02 .5779E-02 
l2C'.oJ .3cC,2E-J2 .6213E-JZ • d!:53E-J2 .1;25~c-u2 .b504E-02 
1.3 ;·.0 .35lf1E-u? • 7lJvE-O~ .lC4oE-01 .10(~':-Cl • B 70E-02 
150.u .3371E-v2 .62·hc-;JZ • J.l3tE-Ol .1144':-01 .9llQ4E-02 
J.e 5.J .3100ti-02 .ci9':1-JE-il2 .llleE-C1 .1199E-Ol .1OBE-ill 
11;(..1.1 .243::;E-02 • ~'ta3E-OZ .lv50E-Cl .lZ03E-0l • 11C,lE-Ol 
19,.0 .13~<ioE-n .7107E-n .lOOlE-Ol .119ZE-Ol .l102E-Ol 
2l\. .0 .4666E-03 .5625E-02 .qz94E-C2 .1135E-Ol ~1059E-')l 
2~ ~. 0 .5;59E-04 .4551E-02 .S104E-02 .1041i:-Ol .1Ol5E-Ol 
Z .. C.il .;u86E-04 .390bE-u2 .6999E-OZ .9b36i:-02 .9967E-02 
Z~ '.0 • H63E-04 .3070E-02 .6574E-uZ .938jc-02 .9996E-C2 
l70.0 -.7625E-v4 .24NE-02 .6561E-02 .9284E-02 .9B76E-02 
265.0 -.112M-03 .23UE-02 .b379E-OZ .8974E-02 .9737E-02 
30G.J .lGOZE-03 .3J33!:-02 .6406E-02 dlGOE-02 .1032E-Ol 
315.0 .3:i2CE-Ol .439:'c-v2 .7603E-()2 .loele-Ol .1226E-Ol 
33e.::> .54QtE-tJ3 .5841E-oa .lC1CF.-Ol .l39"c-Ol • lit QQE-Ol 
345.0 .7773E-03 .bd67r::-02 .1325E-Cl • If.4lE-Ol .lb73E-Ol 
33 
":.;. 
rA~LE 2 - S:CrI~NAL LIFT*RI/TY~UST PE~ 3LADE 
i(I,~l,: 
.33COi:+O'J .!:JOOE+,:)Ci .7500E+OO .~'JOE+(jO .9500E+CO 
PSI 
0.0 • .3:J'ttJE+O) .l:'J<J::+Ol • 2Q~.3E +01 • 3572E +Cl • 3537E +01 
15.0 .'t<;Otlc+i.lJ .1)')7E+Ol .238oE+Ol .2d~"~+(\l .27b~E+Ol 
.:w.e .!:105E+OJ .133ltE+')l .i7l2e+vl .1973E+01 .l93CE+Ol 
4~.) • :HZ9E+:iv .1202E+Cl .l3d3HC1 .l't83E+Cl .1182E+01 
')0.0 .51~4E+'JC .1l3'E:+Jl .13d3E+Ol • U~3E +Cl .9746=+00 
7!).0 .5.i.1J.i£+CO .12;E+Ol .l4~:-'t+ul • J.lt36t +01 .10.'t 7E +01 
'; C'. j .• 6za6c +JO .13')bE+01 .1415t+01 .!'tlt4': +01 .lli7E+01 
1 (, ~ • '" .7~:7c+;;O .1321=+01 .1 :o.3'1i:+vl .153?c+01 .1291E+01 
12C.J .: ·dO't6E +0,) .U3J::+Jl .191"E+01 .ltl43E+Ol .h53E+J1 
13!: .u .78eOE+OO .lj':!'lE+01 .,.,3bE+01 .2d3E+01 .17UE+01 
15(.') .752Q:+c..O .Bj3EtOl .2:;.37HOl .~550:+01 .203lEt01 
If:~.O .69~:iE+()O .2'jJU:+Ol .Z47'iE+Ol .<:079':+01 .230CE+0l 
lac. •• ) .5't;'~i:+:J:) .1'3~j::+'Jl .2345Et v l .d:NE+Ol .Z4;~E+J1 
195.0 .31Z4E+1.l0 ol5B:;+Ol .2237E+Ol • 2064E +01 .2462E+Ol 
2l(;.C .1047£+00 .12;~E+Ol .2CJ7f:c+Cl .-'535£+01 .2360£+01 
22 =.0 .l?42E-lil .1OBE+Ol .181CE+Ol .Z32)=+Ol .2267E+Ol 
2'tO.0 .1l37E-IJl .8502E+OC .1 ~63E +01 .2J.,3E+d .2231E+Cl 
25;.0 .1l58E-Ol .6tl;~E+CO .1468E+01 .2096E+Cl .2233E+01 
270.0 -.lH8E-Ol .5425:+00 .146bE+Ol .2074c+Cl .220bE+Ol 
2o~.O -.2514E-Ol .!l177E+Ov .142!;E+Ol .2005E+01 .2175E+Ol 
300.0 .2239E-0l .o775E+OO .143lt+Ol .2v33E+Cl .230!:E+01 
315.0 d533c-01 .9H7::+00 .1743E+0l .2414':+Gl .273tit+C1 
330.(\ .1228::+0J .lI05E+01 .239JH0l .3115E+(;1 .334C1;:+01 




S,:C r luNAL PlTCrlING Ma~ENT/(qHo*(aM:GA •• l)·(~1.*4" 
------------------------------------------------------------(AewuT C:UA~TE!(-CHiJKD' 
ROll .3300E+OO .6UJJE+·')O .750CE+OO .ll500i;+uO .9500E+OO 
PSI 
O.J -.21 t: lE-i); -.3)BE-(Jo .02:691:-00 • U!?4E-05 .1Q)qE-O; 
15.0 -.l.3;3;:-0; .3~31C-06 .l3d7E-05 .2v .. ai;-0~ .2710:-JS 
3e.) -.723(,F.-'.l~ • 'HalE-Co .1e30E-O; .243t:E-C5 .3045E-O; 
45.u -. 3J.4~E-)6 .U~~E-O: .177H-v5 .2268=-05 .27b4E-05 
00.0 -.2t'1::S4f;-CO ./;221~-O6 .1l,oE-C~ • 14f:2t:-::5 .1197E-0; 
75.0 -.o270i:-;)6 -.2~)vt:-06 -.561'JE-07 .797'Jf.-07 .2157E-Oo 
<,0.0 -.1226£-I)S -.1465::-05 -.uqn-cs -.l663F.-C, -.1777E-05 
lu',O -.1 H6E-i.l5 -. Z74·~::-').i -.3235E-C5 -.3;:bt:-05 -.3862E-v; 
120.0 -.23;010.:-,,)5 -.3840':-05 -.4668E-O!; -.5Z2oE-C5 -. ;)771E-O; 
135.0 -.2't~8E-G'j -.450:;£-'), -.:i643~-05 -.t'tC2E-05 -.7BOE-05 
15 (' .• 0 -.21C3~-U~ -.4612:-05 -.oOOoE-J; -.6930c-O; -.7E6;E-05 
165.0 -.l317E-0; -.41 HE-OS -.5737E-CS -.6 HOE-05 -.7843E-05 
1av.0 -.247CE-.J6 -. n71t-OS -.495lE-05 -.ou71:-0S -. 7l91E-O~ 
195.0 .8 ?C4E-06 -.217H-O; -.3tl63E-O!l -.49QOE-05 -.6117E-C5 
210.0 .1775E-05 -.llZ2E-0; -.2731E-05 -.3804E-05 -.4S77E-05 
225.0 .2248E-05 -.3485E-Ob -.179lE-O~ -.27::3E-05 ~. 3714E-05 
24(,.0 .2 J.09E-05 .69BE-08 -.1194E-OS -.1995E-05 -.27961:-05 
255.0 .lS48E-05 -.7483E-07 -.9764E-Oo -.1577E-05 -.Z179E-05 
270.0 .5240E-06 -.H20E-06 -.lO;6E-05 -.1433E-05 -.1809E-05 
285.0 -.6714E-06 -.1054E-05 -.1266E-05 -.1408E-C5 -.lS5CE-05 
3CO.;) -.1772E:-iJ5 -.153Bc-05 -.HOBE-li5 -.1321E-05 -.l235E-05 
3l~.() -.2546E-05 -.17 )4;-1)5 -.1314E-05 -.1021E-05 -.7n4t-06 
331).0 -.~65lE-"5 -.l!:l:HE-;)5 -.90Z~c-Ob - .438710-",6 .Z;'4CE-07 
34!l.Q -.Z674E-u5 -.108t1E-05 -.ZOBE-Ob .38oJ2=-0') .9676E-Ob 
35 
tABLE 4 - C~~TE~ OF PREl5U.E LO:ATIO~ FROM Li~DING EOGE(F~ACTION OF CHORD I 
r<nd • 33';;O£:+.oJ .0.))01';+v.o .1:i'::i..E+C0 .t500c t O) .9;.oOE+Ou 
PSI 
0.J .Z1~ZI:+uU • 2·H)"= tJ" .Z;l(lE:+OC .Z,l':>t:+OO .2:;25E+OO 
.15.0 .231i..t+IJO .2;12':+O" .2:iZ1E+CO .Z~.B':+CJ .Z~j45E+OO 
J 0.·:; .Z<t:'tE+UJ •. ~)31c+OJ .Z,49Eh.iu • 2~.~7E+OO • 2)n~+,'j·J 
.4,. ) .i:41bEtV) .25BE+()') .2!15'=1::+00 .2~nctOC • 26t)1t to,) 
oC.O .247,,: tOO .Z'524E+OC .2~37E+Cj.J .Z:;48t:+0J .25B4E+00 
7:.0 .24;t4E+CO .Z4~JE+Ot) .Z4-18E+.ou .2;C3E+0u .Z!109E+OO 
9.0.) • 2411t tOy .2441E+CO .244:H:+CU .2.,47::+00 .~431E+CJ 
..... - 1U5.) • 238tE +CJ .2405:+0u .~4C:'E+JO .2~9't::+00 • <:H2E +0;) 
120.) .Z36tt+~f) .2J74E+JO .23'3O:::+CQ .2:;70c+CJ • 231ilE teo 
LB.:) • 23~n: +)) .Z31.JEt.o:,) • nnE+OO .231010+00 .23'J9E+OD 
150.G .23721:+,jC .23J!lStJ·,; .~31lttCO .231bc+Ov .232;'c+,;,) 
1O'.v .2413t:+OO .21t!)5i:+OO .Z:H4E+ClJ .Z384::tC) • 2.l45E +.00 
let:.O .2419[;+),) .2421E+:,):) .~41)~E+CC .2391i:. +u.,) .236;,E+OO 
19 ,.0 .2627E+uO .2437t+OO .l421Ett,;J .Z414i;+OO .23d6E+OO 
no . ..) .3215E+JO .2451:+00 .l44CE+OO .243tE+CO .240~E+CI) 
225 • .0 .1078E+Ol .24a-+E+J.o .l4'J5E+OO .Z't .. oE+Ou .Z't25c+CJ 
24C .0 .1123E+01 .2500E+OO .246~EtCO .Z't58E+OO .2443E+00 
255.0 .d615E+OO .2495E+00 .2410E+00 .24b!>c+OC .2455E+OO 
210.0 .U29E+CO .24,9E+OO .Z467E+00 .Z<t68E+00 .24b:;E+OJ 
285.0 .3 U LE +(,0 .2401E+OO .l4S9E+OO • ~4ot3E tOO .2467E+OO 
300.0 -.llZlE+OO .2BbE+OO .Z455c+OO .2470t+OO .'HeE+eo 
315.0 .1135£+00 .24li=+OO .24ooE+Ot' .24dE+CO .2468E+OO 
)3C.C .1437E+OO .244"E+OO .2<t83E+vC .24~4~+CiO .Z50CE+OG 
o345.\i .1795E+OJ • 2't!>~E+OO .2491~+OO • ?5J~E +eo .2,12E+OO 
36 
T~oL~ ; - TGT~L ~LAO= LIfT, MJ~~NT ~30UT nU~ AND RAulAL CENTER OF LIFT 
TJT\~ 0LA:~ LI~T/(i~c.(a~EijA •• 2).(~1 •• 4» 
TOTAL ~L\Q~ LIFr/T~~UST o~~ lLlO~ 
MOMENT 4JOUT rlUd/(a~O.(O~~GA •• 2).(Rl •• 5') 
kACIAL tE~TE~ CF LlfT/~l 




c.~ .634Z~-02 .1~17E+Ol .4785t-C2 .754~t+OO 
30.0 .44~4E-C2 .9~11~+00 .3067i-OZ .6371E+00 
4?0 .~boZt-02 .eZ25c+3J .2439l-02 .t~Z;E+OO 
~0.J • 34~3E-OZ .1113E+Jl .ZZB;E-02 .6633E+JJ 
l~.O .3~~~~-CZ .SJJ7t+JJ .2335E-02 .6652E+OO 
~~14b~-C2 .;t~2E+JO .t703E-02 .651~E+DJ 
.404~~-G2 .1~1BE+0L .301bE-C2 .6~lcE+CO 
13~.O 
.5gebE-uZ .i315~+Ol .4033E-02 .6653E+00 
105.e .bO~9E-02 .i3,J£+J1 .421dE-02 .b926E+JJ 
IBu.U .~B~4E-02 .ll~6E+Ol .4106E-02 .7075E+OO 
.~15~E-02 .1151E+Ol .37dOE-vZ .7337~+UO 
210.0 .44CIE-02 .9d32E+OO .3360E-OZ· .7633E+00 
225.0 .3794E-02 .847bE+JO .2~70E-02 .7B27E+OO 
24C.0 .3419E-02 .7638E+OO .2703E-02 .7907E+QO 
25~.O .3192E-02 .71Z9E+OO .2555E-02 .8C04E+O~ 
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.30(,00 -.17Z9E-OZ .4d;ZE-vl .131('E+;;0 .1 d ::dt: +00 • .i.97~c +00 
... 0(,00 -.1b6Gt.-O~ .39L:'E-JJ. .10'0: +CO .1493:+0(, .1591E+OO 
.:iOG00 -.1,79!:-J2 • H13E-Ol .3;)05£:-C1 .12l5E+CJ .l3C7E+JO 
• nl100 -.1327E-02 .2134;;-01 .5732E-01 .8103E-01 .8657E-01 
.~ClOCO -. C;Z4I!E-03 .1l01~-01 • 2q't~E:-IH .41cb:-v1 .44bCE-01 
.9,1)00 -.;934E.-OJ .7600E-:')2 .2034E-01 .2b75E-01 .307H-01 
.99UO·) -.4::61j9E-';3 • 3B~t:-n .8-131':-(:2 .1d)2::-v1 .13;2':-tH 
4Z l~uTH ""i;L E"285. 0 DEGReES 
---------------------------
R I~ 1: .3300::+01) .600:>;:+00 .7 :.uOE +00 • ~50Ct: +('0 .9500E+OO 
'/.IC 
.C5CC0 -.3895E-Ol .127H+OO .3577£+(j1) .5047E+OO .5475E+:>') 
.10\lJ: -.;o~2E-02 .6:!bli:-Ol .Z41CE+CO .3482':+00 .3778E+OO 
.20C'OC, -dl2lE-Jl .=B7E-01 .lo5SE+OO • i:334ttl'O .253ZF+00 
.3CC':'v -.2i.l22E-iJ~ .4o4QE-Ol .1274E+OC • 17:;1:. +(,J .1~44E+CO 
.4i.lOCO -.lC:.7Ci:-n .37331:-0.1. .10203;+00 .14'tr.e +eo .1567E+Cu 
.500';Q -.75(.itt-03 .31HE-(H .84;vE-01 .llS5£: +(,v .1Zt3CE+00 
.70('00 -.llseE-I)) .21lJE-01 .5cJ3E-Ol .7835:-01 .65Q4E-0l 
dOliJJ .13'22E:-U3 .ltJ5t-Ol .Zd3~t-Ol .4030::-01 .4374E-01 
.~'COO .1.239i;-'J3 .7td4E-:J2 .l9H:::-vl • .!n~:-Ol .3(J18E-li1 
.91(·iJJ .o579E-D't .337lE-J2 .9759E-02 .12'OE-01 .132~~-01 
AZIMuTH 4N"Lc'"JOO.O DEGREE S 
---------------------------
kl Q L J • 3300t tor) • bOOOt+OO .7~OCE+OO .6~vOE+CO .9500E+00 
X/C 
.U5C'00 -.9034E-03 • b:)oE+Ou .35t1dE+OO .!1122E+CO .56i!lE+00 
.100uO .5135E-03 .1l5:,)E+OO .247aE+Qu .3t134E+,"O .4012E+OO 
.2")(;)0 .1t:56E-02 .7a41E-Oi .lb64E:+OO .Z367E+OO .2btl5E+QO 
.3CO~O .ZSHE-02 .0081:-01 .ll8(;E+QO .1810.:+uO .ZQ;9E+OO 
.40000 .Z~90E-C2 .4903E-01 .1034E+OC .1463E+oO .1b57E+CO 
.50000 .3198E-02 .411tlE-Ol. .8~OlE-Ol .12COc+OO .1359E+00 
.700uO .3085E-OZ .2782E-Ol .5644E-O.l. .793ZE-Cl .H63E-Ol 
.~OCOO .1015E-02 .1ItoOE-JJ. .l9lH-01 .4C77t-Ol .lo599E-Ol 
.95000 .1515E-OZ .1012E-0l .ZCIl2E-Ol .2e12E-01 .317lE-0J: 
.99COO .bq42E-O~ .4462E-02 .884CE-02 .1234E-C1 .1391E-Ol 
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HI"IUT-i ;\-l,;L:;·H5.0 OEbREC:S 
---------------------------
"/:( J. ; .33c.Ct:+\JJ .6(;0:>.:+00 .7~uOt+OG .e50QC+OO .'1500t:+00 
Xli. 
.C:;(;OO .1 ~ 2 3e: -0 l .2427c+OC .431)5E+CO .6102E+OO .o9HE+00 
.1,,~1..;: ~10L5E-01 • J.6dlt+jO .3('26E+OC .4206E+O:) .478CE+OO 
.2CuJO .dC72E-(;Z .1ljoE+,)') .l02~E+()0 .'tH3':+(',O .3193C+OO 
.30GOJ .e437E-02 • tiHO::-Jl .155'3E+CC .21;;E+O') .2443E+OO 
... 0'::0') .dO'1eE-v2 .71'tut-Ol .1256E:+OO ol733E+Gil .1963E+OO 
• :-(-(:}o) • n<;8E-02 • ~10H-01 .lv3H:+OO .142JE+C!) .160bE+OC 
• 70C J0 .o41:3E-'Jl .3~?3E-vl .~e24E-Cl • Q3:H.it:-vl .lJ55E+OO 
.9GuOiJ .4016!;-u2 .20ciE-OJ. .3512E-Ol .4790E-Ol • ,3'HE-01 
• Q:n,C0 .'::f.d'1t:-:J2 .143Z':-u1 .l42'tE-Ol .3302;:-01 .37l6E-Ol 
• q:,;(,v() olj09E-uZ • f:30h-:}2 .loo4E-01 .... 4"8c-Cl .1629E-Ol 
AlI~Un ",,~ r, lEa 3 3 C • (0 OtlJo(;;i:S 
---------------------------
iil1l1 .3i:CCt:+uO .oJ'lJE+(iu .7!;OOE+(;C .e~O:JE+C:> .9,00E+OO 
~/C 
.\:;;(,CfJ .l~t.J.t:-"" • .3Z']q~+)G .oC4?t+CO .7907.=+00 .85ZlE+CO 
.10'·C(; .16GlC:-U1 .225H+vJ .41Cl7t+OO .!;'1t4:'E+CJ .Sdb4E+O,) 
.2:JJ:J':l .131H.-n .1:illf:+OO .1785E+OO .3633E+Ju • 3<;O<;E+~:) 
• ~Ot,.; G.i • .i.li17E-'H .1l~:dC+~C .2133t+',)C .n1t:lE+OO .z.;,af.'=+oo 
.,,\,;0;;0 .HOlt -01 .94)1':-01 .l715f:+C.O .2230'=+0(; .23<14E+CO 
.51..:1}1,):J ol~21c-,,1 .71U'E-Ol .140H +vIJ .ldi:2c+CI) .1Q'4E+CU 
.7:kOO .d?79E-J2 d13:,E-,,n .9244r:-Ol .1l::;SE +()U .1279E+OJ 
.9')C;)') .~r17~-')l .2o:bE-)l .4732E-Ol .';';99E-Cl .65131.:-01 
,';;0Cu • 30Cce -02 .1S5bc-Cl .32tlE-Cl .42C~i:-C1 .4"82~-vl 
.9Q0\...) .162tE-C2 .a16CE-02 .J.43uE-Cl .lb'tli::-Ol .1<;64E-lil 
4Z VWTrl A'~,jl E-345.0 DE:;~t:ES 
---------------------------
i-/;<'!: 03300E+CO .60001:+00 .7500E+00 .8500;+00 .'1500E+OO 
X/C 
• C5v\~(; .3421E-:::J. .3jblE+OC .7519E+00 .9~42E+OO .9~42E+00 
.li.i=~~ .2:-26f;'-Ol .Z664'=+00 .5176E+00 .64Z7E+OO .65blE+CO 
.200uO .191ZE-0l .1796:+00 .3453c+00 • 428lt +eu .4366E+00 
.3()';;Ci) .1635E-ul .1371E+OO .263eE+JO .326'3E +00 .332eE+00 
."J~I)0 .145lE-J1 .1lIhE+UO .211f:E+CC .2blaE+iJO .2ob3E+!)1) 
.:l00';; .1,,'19E-l)t .9067E-01 .172C;E+CO .Z13bE+uO .2170E+OO 
.7,)000 .99Q8E-02 .59 H:-Ol .1133E+00 .1396E +00 .141tE+OO 
.91J0GO .:;,8,2E-02 .30t34c-i.:l .5775E-01 .709dE-01 .7laOE-Ol 
.95000 .'tl59E-02 .Z128E-Ol .3976E-01 .4863E-01 .4937E-01 
0990JO • 186 «3 E-02 .9342E-02 • 1742E-01 .21BE-v1 .2161E-01 
45 
Sample Airfoil Data 
Printed below is a sample print of typicat" airfoil data to illustrate the previously 
described input format. 
46 
llZ7 
o. .2 .3 .It .5 .6 .7 •. 75 .d 
.9 1. 
-39. -1.18 . -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 
-1.18 -1.18 
-21. -.3 -.8 -.81 -.83 -.85 -.85 -.a5 -.71 -.68 
-.6ft -.61t 
-16.5 -1.007 -1.007 -.9ltft -.9!)0 -.965 -.965 -.965 -.795 -.760 
-.70 -.70 
-15. -1.19 -1.19 -1.09 -1.055 -.99 -.98 -.98 -.<33 -.7~ 
-.72 -.7Z 
-14. -1.333 -1.333 -1.22 -1.096 -1. -.97 -.97 -.84 -.805 
-.73 -.73 
-13. -1.3H -1.334 -1.28 -1.12 -1. -.96 -.96 -.as -.815 
-.735 -.735 
-12. -1.255 -1.255 -1.26 -1.13 -1. -.947 -.94 -.85 -.82 
-.74 -.74 
-11. -1.161 -1.161 -1.19 -1.12 -.994 -.930 -.923 -.85 -.81 
-.74 -.74 
-10. -1.055 -1.055 -1.01 -1.082 -.985 -.910 -.900 -.845 -.e05 
-.73 -.73 
-8. -.84ft -.81tlt -.88 -.907 -.922 -.87 -.84 -.82 -.77 
-.695 -.695 
-6. -.633 -.633 -.66 -.684 -.741 -.77 -.75 -.77 -.72 
-.593 -.593 
- It. -.lt6 -.lt6 -.lt6 -.48il5 -.52 -.5657 -.cftO! -.72H -.53 
-.396 -.396 
-2. -.25 -.25 -.25 -.2399 -.27 -.282 -.3274 -.3605 -.3469 
-.1399 -.1399 
Q. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
o. o. 
z. .23 .23 .23 .2403 .25 .271 .3245 .3417 .367!J 
.1245 .1245 
It. .45 .45 .1t5 .4916 .51 .5731 .6252 .6368 .5428 
.lt5 • itS 
6. .70 .70 .70 .7224 .75 .7967 .7367 .71b9 .6lt30 
.593 .593 
8. .89 .89 .89 .9U6 .89 .8711 .7513 .70.71 .70 
.695 .695 
10. 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.0333 .93 .8802 .8600 .81t5 .805 
.73 .73 
11. 1.161 1.161 1.19 1.1200 .994 .93 .923 .85 .81 
.71t .71t 
12. 1.255 1.255 1.26 1.1305 1.0000 .91t7 .940 .85 .82 
.71t .74 
13. 1.334 1.33tt 1.28 1.12 1 • .96 .96 .85 .815 
• 735 .735 
lit. 1.33 1.33 1.22 1.096 1. .97 .97 .81t .805 
.73 .73 
15. 1.19 1.19 1.09 1.055 .99 .98 .98 .83 .79 
.72 .72 
16.5 1.007 1.007 .944 .96 .965 .965 .965 .795 .76 
.7 .7 
21. .8 .8 .81 .83 .85 .85 .85 .71 .68 
.64 .64 




1. Van Holten, Th.: The Computation of Aerodynamic Loads on Helicopter Blades in 
Forward Flight, Using the Method of the Acceleration Potential. Report VTH-
189, Technische Hogeschool Delft, Netherlands, March 1975. 
2. Pierce, G. Alvin and Vaidyanathan, Anand R.: Helicopter Rotor Loads Using a 
Matched Asymptotic Expansion Technique, NASA CR-165742, May 1981. 
3. Pierce, G. Alvin and Vaidyanathan, Anand R.: Helicopter Rotor Loads Using 
Discretized Matched Asymptotic Expansions, NASA CR-166092, May 1983. 
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APPENDIX A 




C CALCULATION OF THE U~STEAOY AIRLOADS ON A HELICOPTE~ ~OTO~ BLAOE IN 
C faRwA~il FLIGHT. THE ~Er~JO USES AN ACCELERATION POTENTIAL DESCRIPTION 
C OF THE FL~W FIELD AND A ~ATC~cO ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION r£CHNIQUE TO 
C OBrAI~ A SOLUTION CORRECT TJ Qel/eA~.ARII. 
C. REF.l - TH. VA~. HOLTEN, ~EPQ~T VTH-189,TECHNISCHE ~OGESCHOOL,OELFT, 
C . NETHEkLANOS. . 
C REF.2 - G.A.PIERCE ET AL, ~ASA CR Ib574Z, MAY 1981. 













DATA XOUTI.05,.1 •• Z,.3,.4,.5,.7,.9,.95,.991 
PI-4.*ATAN(1.1 
C PRJGRAM ST~P 1. 





IF(NI .Eg. 11~EAD(5,.'THC 
IF(~2 .EO. CIR~AD(5,.'GAMA 
IF(N2 .E~. lIREADe~,.)AO 
IF(N3 .EO. lIREADC5,*'Al 
IFe~4 .EJ. llREADC5.*ldl 
READ(5.*llRBOlII,I-1,NSPI 
REAOe5,·'JPIO,DP20,UTMI~.NAFD 
C NA~D-O -- AIRFOIL TAaLE5 NaT USEO. 
C NAFO-l -- AIRFOIL TABLES USeO. 
c 







DO 3 lal.NZL 
DO 3 Jal,~L2 
Jl-tJ-11*9+1 
J2aJ*9 
IFlJl .GT. NXLIGO TO 3 
IFtJ2 .GT. NXL1J2 aNXL 
IF(J .EO. lIREAD(1,4IACL(11,CCLlI,J3',J3-JI,J21 
4 FORMATCF7.0,9F7.01 










20 FOR~AT(lloX,"ROOT RAOIUSITIP ~AOIUSa",FlO.5116X,"ASPECT RATIO-", 
IFIO.51IbX,"~UHaER OF BLAOES-",I21IbX, 
2"LI~EAR T~IST(POQT TO TIPla",FlO.5,lX,"OEGREES"llbX, 
3"FORwARJ ~PEEO/TIP 3PEEOa",FIO.5116X, 
4"ROTOR I~CIOENtE(F~R~ARO TILT POSITIVEla",FlO.5,lX,"OEGREES"116X, 
5"F~€ESTREAH MACH ~U1BERa",FIO.51 
TWaT~*PI/IBO. 
ALKaAL~·~I/leO. 
IF(NL .E~. OITHeaO. 
IF(~2 .EO. OIAO-O. 
IF(N3 .EQ. 0IAI-0. 
IF(~4 .E~. 0181-0. 
wRITE(~,30ICT 
30 FO~1AT(/6X,"THRUST COEFFICIENTa",FIO.SI 
IF(Nl .~Q. lIWRITE(~,40IT~C 
4C FO~~4T(/6X,"PITCH A~GlE ~T BlAOE QOOT-",FIO.5,lX,"DEGPEES"1 
IF(~Z .E~. OIWRITt(b,~OIGAMA 
50 FORMAT(/6X,"FLAPPING INERTIA COEFFICIENT-",FIC.51 
IF(~2 .E~. lIW~ITE(~,60IAO 
bO FGK~AT(/6X,"CO~IMG A~GLE-",FIO.5,lX,"~EGREES"1 
IF(~3 .E~. lIWRIT:(o,7GIAl 
70 FQR~AT(/bX,"FLAPPI~G C35F~IeIENT, Ala",FlO.5,lX,"DEGREES") 
IF(~4 .E4. 1)WRITE(6,90IBl 







qO FO~~AT(/~X,"TOTAl I~FLaw ~ATIa-",FIO.51IbX,"MINIMUM UT-",FIO.5, 
l"(ZeRO LIFT CONDITIJN APPLIEO dELOw THIS VALUE)"llbX, 
2n~ORMAL AZIMUTH 1~TE~VAL-",F10.~,lX,"OEGREES"116X, 
3"REDUCEO AZIMUTH INTERV4L-",FIJ.5,lX,"DEGREES"1 
SLC~-l. 
CLO-O. 
IF(NAFO .t~. OIWRITE(6,911 
91 FO~MAT(/~X,"AIRFCIL DATA TABLES NOT USEO"I 
IF(NAFO .EO. lIWRITE(b,9ZI 
q2 FORMAT(/oX,"AIRFOIL DATA TABLES USED") 
C CALCUL~TE QUANTITIES NEEOEJ FJR T~AJECTORY SEGMtNT AOJAeE~T TO THE 








CF4 a .5-EXl 
CF,--.j*ETA1P-.5*EX1+.Z5*EX1*eXl+3./6. 
L-l 
C PRQG~AM STEP 2. 
51 
52 




00 100 J-1.NAZ 
PjO·2.·J·PI/~AZ 
pa~UlJ)-3bO •• J/~AZ 
CPI-CJ5 l P 301 
SP1-S HH paol 
C;)2-COSl~.·Pi'\01 
:iPZ-SI:'4lZ.*PI301 




DO 100 I·l,~SP 







C PROGRAM STtP 3. 
C reST THE TA~GENTIAL J~LJCIrY IT TiE C~LL~CATIJN POINT, T~ DECIDE 
C WHETH~R NJkMAL VE~OCITY dGu'lJA~Y CONDITION J~ ZERO LIFT CONDITION 
C SHOULD de ~PPLIED. 
C 
c 
IFluT .GT. UTMINluO TO 120 
WRITElo,1301~BOlII.PdD)lJ'.UT 
130 F8~~ATl/oX,"R-",Fa.3,1.,"PSI-".Fd.3,"DEGReeS",lX,"JT-", 
IF~.l,l.,"ZERO LIFT CONDITION APPLIED"I 
GJ TO !'to 
lZO CP=ll.-QOl/lZ.*AR.UTI 
PLI'1-pa0-lZ.+RaOlII*CPl)/S~RT("U*MU+LAM*LA~1 
IFl~AFD .EQ. OIGO TO 133 
C PRuGRAM STEP 4. 
C CALCULATE LIFT C~RVE SLap~ FRJM 0414 TABLES FOR THE CUR~E~T 







IFCI~T .Ee. -1)IMCLI-IMCLZ-l 
IFlINT .Ea. lIIHCLl.IHCLZ-~XL 
CALL TABSCHlACl,NZL,AlOC,IACL!,IACLZ,INT) 
IFlI:'4T .Ee. OIGO TO 131 
IF(I~T .EO. ~1)GO TJ 132 
IACLl-t'lXL-l 
IACLZ-NXL 











IFII~CLl .EO. I~CL2ISLC~-SLC1/IZ.*PII 
IFll~CLl .~E. IMCLZISLC~-YLCMLJC,~CLCIMCL1I,MCLIIMCL21, 
1~LC1,SLC21/IZ.*PII 
IFCIMCLl .E~. I~CLZICLJ·CLJl 










CALCULATE TrlE caNTRldUTIO~ TJ THE INDUCED VELOCITY FROM THE 
TRAJ~CTORY 5EGME~T ADJACEiT TJ THE COLLOCATIJN PDINT, A~D ADO TO 
COEFFICIE~T ~AT~IX ELE~E~T. ALTERNATIVELY, SET UP THE ZEPO LIFT 
CONDITIO~. 
140 OU 150 Il-l,NSP 
IF(ll .GT. 11GO TJ 1bO 
IFluT .LE. UTMINIGO TO 170 







GO Ta 180 
~l-~R*(l.+ZdOI 
~2-~3·0. 
GO TO ld0 
170 ~1-~R*ll.+zaol-FU~3(RO,A~,R9Q(I),11 
.3-0. 
GJ TJ 180 
lbO NL-Il-l 












GO TJ 180 
l~Z wl-AR*SOZ*P1S/(Z.*PII 
~Z-W3·0. 













DO CaNT HIU~ 
lOC 





A(L,'1)-A(L,MI+(I.-RJ).(l •• ~U*SPl+R80(I))/(4.·ARI 
1'1'"'1+1 
A(L,~)'"A(L,MI+(I.-RO)*(-2 •• ~U.SPl-2 •• RBO(I).CPII/(4 •• A~I+(l.-ROI 
l·(l.-ROI·(Z.*SPII/(lo.*AR*AR) 
H-M+l 
A ( L , ~ I .. A ( L, "I ,+ ( 1. - R;) I • ( 2 •• '1 U. C P 2-2 •• R 8 a ( I I • S Pl) I ( 4 •• A ~ I + ( 1. - ~ 0 I 
1·(l.-~ul·(-l.·CPII/(lb •• AR*A~1 
6(L,II-a(L,I)~TW.(2 •• MU.RO.CPI-MU*MU.SP2-4 •• MU.RBO(II.CPll/(4 •• A~) 
1-(1.-RO).(-RO+4 •• R30(II+4 •• M~.SP11*T~/(16 •• A~*ARI 
L-L+l 
Gil TO 10) 
CO~TItlUE 














PRO:;i<A'" STEP 5. 
STAKT CALCULATION DF THE I~OUCED 
r~TE~RATrilN ~ITH AZI~uTH. 
ST~~T LjJP FO~ NUM~E~ ~F BLADES. 
1)0 HO IdL-1.1II8 
DB·2 •• PI.(IBl-ll/~8 
VELUCITY CJNTRr~uTluN THAT REQUIRES 
C CALL SUgROUTINE ,TO U~TERM!~E AZI~~TH POSITIONS AT ~rlIC~ T~AJECTORY 
C'IS CLOSE TO A dLAOE. 
C 
c 








IF(IBL .E~. I)PBI-PBO-DP 
IF(I8L .GT. 1)PBI-P60-DPI 
220 C'JNT[IiUE 
Gl-. ,,. (Pd2+PBII 
Gl-.'j*(PilZ-PBlI 
c PRaGRAI1 STEP 6. 
C START LOJP FUR ;-POINT 3AUSS-CHE6YSCHEV INTEGRATlu~. 
C 
00 230 '11-1,5 
G-Gl+GZ·COS((2.tIl-l.).PI/IO.1 
FACr-SQ~T((G-pall*(p~2-G)1 






IF(~l .GT. ~SPIGa T~ 240 
1'3-"'212 
I"4-M2-1'13*2 
IF(~l .GT. llGO TJ 250 
IF(M2 .fl. lIF~-FUN2(RJ,AR,TW,~U,LAH,RBO(II,PBO,DP,D~,G,11 
(",0 ra 2bO 
NL-H-l 
IF(~2 .cJ. lIFN-FUN2(~a,AR,TW,MU,LAM,RBO(II,PBO,DP,DB,G,21 
IF(MZ .E~. lIA(L,~I·A(L,MI+FN.FACT.PI/5. 
IF(N2 .GT. 1 .AND. ~4 .EQ. 0IA(L,I'1J-A(L,MI+FN.caS(~3.(G+DBII 
1+F4C T*PI/;. 
IF(12 .GT. 1 .A~D. M4 .GT. OJA(L,MI-A(L,MI+FN.SIN(~3.(G+D9JI 
1*FACT*Pl/!I. 





IF(~ .LE. ~CaFIA(L,MJ-~(L,I'1I+F~*FACT.PI/5. 









PRJG~AI\ STEP 7. 
~ND OF LwuP FO~ GAUS3-CHEa1SCrlEV INTeGRATION. 
PEDEFI~E UPPER AND La~~~ LI'ITS F1R THE NEXT AZIMUTH SUd-I~TE~VAL. 
TEST TO SE~ IF THE AZI1UT~ LI~IT ~AS dEEN ~EAChED. ALSO TEST TO SEE 
IF THE T~AJECTGRY IN T;c ~EXT SEGMENT IS CLJSe TO A BLAOE, IN WHIC~ 





IF(p92 .LE. PLIMIGO TO 210 
IF(OPl .cJ. D?2IGJ T~ 270 
IF(JI .GT. IMINJGJ TJ 270 
IF(~l .EJ. J .AND. paz .Le. (P1IN(J1J+Pl/b.JIGJ TO 260 
IF(KI .EQ. 1 .AND. Pd2 .GT. (P~IN(Jll-PI/6.IIGO TJ 280 
IF(Kl .EQ. 1 .AND. ?j2 .LE. (P1IN(J1'-PI/6.IIGo TO 2~0 
IF(~d2 .GT. (PdD-pl/b.1 .A~D. ISL .EQ. 1Ipa1-Pdl-DPZ 
IF(P32 .LE. (PB~-pI/~.1 .O~. ISL .GT. lIP6l-Pdl-OP1 
IF(Kl .EQ. 0 .AND. pal .LT. (P~I~(J11+DP11)pal-p~I~(J11+DPl 
GO TO 220 
I' Ill-? H-OPl 
GO Til 22:) 
pn·p31-0p2 
1<1 a 1 













PR(JGiU.~ STEP 8. 
END OF LOOP FOR NU~BER JF 3LADES. 
SET UP THe COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX ELEMENTS CORRESPONDING 




1(1.-~OI·(1.-~CI*(-2 •• ~U*5P11.CF5/(4.*AR.AR.UT*UTI 
M'"I1+1 






M .~'1+ 1 
A(L'~I-ACL'MI •• 5*~~*C1.-C?2'+RSOCI'*SP1-Cl.-RO'.C_l.*MU*SPZ 
1-2 •• ~30CI'*CP1'*CF4/C2 •• A~*UT'-(1.-RO'*Cl.-RO'*C_4 •• ~U*CPZ 
Z+2.·~B~lI'*S?1-Z •• MJ*CP1.CP11*CF5/C4.*AR.AR.UT.UT' 
I'1-M+l 
ACL'~'.ACL,MI-RBUCII*CP1-.;*MU*SPZ-CI.-RO'*C~ •• ~U.C?Z_Z.*R30CI' 
1·5~11.CF4/CZ.*AR.JTI-Cl.-~01.Cl.-~OI.C-4.*MU*SPZ_2 •• ~90CII 
2*C?1-Z •• ~U*CPI.SPII*CF~/C4 •• AR.AR*UT.UTI 
3CL'1IaJ(L'II-~U*aL~-T~.CRaJCII-ROI.UT/Cl.-RGI_TW*I_2 •• ~U.RO*CPl 
1.M~.~U*~PZ+4 •• MU*~~~CII*CP11.CF4/CZ •• AR*UT'-II._ROI.Tw* 




C PROGRA:1 STEP 9~ 
c ENO LlF CJLLOCATION LCOP. 










aD 310 1-1,10 
G-GL+G2*COSIC2.~1-1.1*?Ilza.1 
FACT-SJRTICG-ROI.C1.-GII 
:iLl 310 U"l, NSP 
;IL- Il-l 
IFIll .GT. IIGO TO 320 
FI1Illl"Frl(111+FACT.FU~3(~J'A~,G,I'*PI/10. 
FIZCIll.FIZCI11.FACT*FJi3(RO'A~,G,Z'*PI/IO. 










PROGRAM STEP 10. 
SET UP Trl~ EXTRA 4 E~UATIQ~S NEEDED TO CLOSE THE S1STE~. 
DO 330 1-1,4 




IF (I .EQ. I '. AND. 
1 F I I • E::I. Z • AND. 
IFII .EIl. l • AND. 
IF C I .EQ. 
" 
.AND. 
IF (I .LE • ZII1-1 





IFCI .GT. l'GO TO BO 
.EQ. 11GO TO no 
.E·l. l'GO TO 3bO 
.EQ. 1.,GO TO 370 
.EQ. UGO TO 380 
C THE FaLLOWING EQUATION seTS TH€ TOTA~ SLADE LIFT,A~EkAGEO OVER 







DO 'tVO I<!-Z,NSP 









L aL +1 
GO TO 330 
C T~E NExr THRfE EQUATI:~S II a 2,3,41 ~~P~ESENT Mu~E~T EQUILISRIUM 
CAaaUT T~E HUB CZEROTH ~AR"'J~IC, FIRST HARMONIC COSINE AND FIRST 











ACL,~I·A(L,""+AQ*Cl.-RJ'*ll.-RO)/llO •• PI) 





IFCI iE~. 21AIL,"I)-AIL'''''-Cl.-~O)*C1.-ROI*(I.-Ru)*Cl.+.01/C3Z.* 
lAi(*A~1 
IFCI .EO. 31AIL,"Il aAIL,'11+MU*(1.-RJ)*II.-RO*ROI/C4.*ARI 
~ -M .. l 
IFCI .Eo. 2)AIL,MlaACL,I1I+ll.-~OI*Cl.-RO*PO*~0)/CI2.*ARI 
1-2.I"AI1A 
IFCI .EQ. 41ACL,M)a~CL,1)+Cl.-~OI*C1.-RC*ROl.MU/(4.*ARI 
Ma~+l 
IFCI .EQ. 31ACL,MlaACL,Ml-Cl.-~OI*Cl.-RO*RO*~OI/16.*AR) 
IFII .EO. 4)ACL,M)aAIL,~I+ll.-ROl*Cl.-ROI*CI.-RO*RO)/C16.*AQ.AR) 
l1aM+l 
IFCI .EO. 3)AIL,"IlaAIL,HI-CI.-ROI*11.-ROI*Cl.-RO*ROI/Clb.*AR*AR) 
IFI! .E~. 4)AIL,Mla'(L,~I-Cl.-ROI*(1.-RO*RO*RO)/C6.*AR) 
IFII .EQ. 2IBIL,1,aSIL,1'-Cl.-RO)*Cl.-RO)*ll.-ROI*ll.-RO)*TW/CI2. 
1*AR*A~)+~O*Cl.-RO).Cl.-RO)*(1.+ROI*i~/(3Z.*A~*AR) 
IFII .co. 3ISIL,1)adIL,I)"",U*TW*(-RO*ll.-RO*ROI/4.+Cl.-RO*RO*ROI 1 
13.)/AR 
IFCI .EO. 4)B(L,1)aSCL,1)-~U*TW*Cl.-RO)*(1.-RO*RO)/Ca.*AR*ARI 
LaL+l 
GiJ TO 33J 






GU TO 330 
















GO TO 330 
THE F~LLO~ING EQ~ATIQN SETS TrlE CYCLIC PITCH COcFFICIt~T, Al,cCUAL 





GO TO 330 
TrtE FJlLO~ING E~UATla~ SeTS T~E CfClIC PITCH COtFFICIE~T. Bl, E~UAL 







C fRJGRA~ STEP 11. 
C SOLVE THE SYSTEM OF SI~ULTAN~aus EJUATIONS AND PRI~T THE SOLUTIO~. 
C 
CALL ~tlIM(NCOF'N:OF'A,I.~'[PIVOT,O'WK'IERRI 
If(IE~R .~g. lISa TJ 420 
l-l 
DO 430 Ilal,NS? 
GIJ(Il)atHL,lI 
lal+l 














lIiH TE (6110) 
"RITE(6,~40) 














C PR0GRAM STEP 1,. 












spz-sr ... 12.*paOI 
Fl(II--T~C-Tw*RO/l!.-ROI-Z.*~1*CP1+(Z •• Al+4 •• MU*TW/(1.-~OII*St'l 
F21IlaC?1·(Z"MU'Tw.RO/(1.-~OI+l •• ~U.THC)+Z.*MU.AO.SP1 







GO 510 Il-Z,5 
F~1·FN1+Fl11111.GJ(I11 
FNZaFN2+FI2(111.Gullll 
Oil 5Z0 I Z-1. NH.'1 
CIZ-CCiSI!2*PBQI 
SIZ-SINUZ*P301 
IF(Il .GT. ZIGO Ta 530 
FG1aFG1+~C(1,IZI.CI2+~5(1,rZ)*S 2 
FGZ-FG2+GC(Z,I21*CIZ+G51Z,IZI.siz 
FG3-FG3+GC(3, lZ).C IZ+GS (3, HI .S112 
530 fNl aFN1+FI1(I11.(GC(I1,IZI*CIZ+dS(I1,I2)*SI21 
FNl-F~Z+FI21Il)*(GC(ll,12).CI2+ds'I1,IZ).SI21 
520 CONTINUE I 
FlT1(I,a-PI.(1.-RJ).FI1(11.FGI/AR+PI.(1.-ROI.'1.-ROI.FGl+(l.-ROI. 







lI1.-RO.ROI.FZIII/(6 •• A~.A~)+PI.I~.-ROI.(1.-RQI*11.-RO'RO*ROI 
4* F 3( I )1( 1, •• AR* AR I +P 1* ( 1. -~ 0 I. ( 11. -R 0 1* ( 1. -RO I. ( 1. -R 0* 1<0 I *Fl ( I I 










C ST\~T LJGP FQ~ RADIAL )TATlu~S AT ~rlICH OUTPUT ~UANTITIES AQE 




















F ... .3 - F "l 3 + :; C ( r Z.I .. N L • (,~ L + 1 • 1 .jr P ~ 1 











1(4.*A~I+(1.-ROI*(1.-~01.(FIIII+4 •• T~*R80([11/(1.-RJII I 
ZI16 •• A~*AR"/AR 
FL2(I,Il'=FL1(1,111/1~T.PI/~B' 
FM(I,Il'=GST(I,Il'+(Z.*OGSZ(I,Il'+(l.-Ru'*'I.-ROI*'Fl(II+4 •• T~ 
1.RaJIIll/(I.-R'JIII/(32.*A~.ARI 








FaR~AT(/6X,"COMPUT~O THRUST ca~FFICIENT.",EIO.4116X, 
l"Ca~PUTEO ~OMEHT C05FFLCIENT A~OUT RaTO~ X-A~IS.",EIO.4116X, 
Z"CO'PUTED MOMENT CJEFFICIENT AaaUT ROTOR Y-AXIS-",Elu.41 
C PRI~T O~TPUT IN TABULAR FOR~. 
C 
wRITE (".L0, 
wRI TE (0,550, 
55u FORMATII16x,"TAaLE 1 - SECTIONAL lIFT/(~~O*(CMEG~ •• ~I.(~1 •• 31'"/6X 
1,4~( lrl-III I 
~RIT=(o,560'(RaO([I,I-1,~SPI 
























FORMATC/lbX,"TABLE Z - SE:TIJNAL LIFT*Rl/THRUST PER BLADE"/6X, 
144(l-i-J 1/ I 
WRITcC6,560ICRdOCII,I-1,~SPI 
~RITECf,,5701 




WR IT!: C b, 6Zvl 
FOR~ATI/16X,"TAdLE 3 - SECTIO~AL PITCHING MO~~NT/I~HQ.IOMEGA**2J*1 
lRl**4IJ"/tX,bOClH-J/16(,"CAaOUT QUARTER-CHORDI"III 
WRITEC6,)60ICRdOCIJ,I-1,NSPI 






FOR~AT(/'6X,"TABLE ,. - CEiTER J~ PRESSURE LOCATION FqCM LEADING EJ 
1GEIFRACTIGN CF CHJRDI"/6X,74(lH-1111 
WRITEC6,5~0ICRBOCIJ,I-1,NSPI 
WRITECb,5701 





FJR~ATI/'6X,"TABLE 5 - TOTAL dLAOE LIFT, MOMENT AdJUT HUB AND RADI 
lAL CeiTER OF LIFT"lbX,70(lH-I"6~, 
2"TOTAL BLADE LIFT/CR~a.CJ~EGA •• ~I*CR1 •• 411"/6X' 
3"TOTAL BLADE LIFT/THRUST PER BLADE"/6X, 
4"MJMENT ABOUT HU6/(RrlO*CO~EGA •• 2)*CR1~*5JI"/6X, 
5"RAOI4L CE~TER OF LIFT'~1"/'7X'"PSl",8X,"TOTAL BLADE LIFT", 
b5X,"~OMENT",5X,"CENTER"/36X,"AaOUT HUB",ItX,"OF LIFT"J 
DO 670 1-1,24 I 
WRITECb,b60IPBOOCII,FLTICII,FLTZCII,FKTCII,COLCII 




FOK~AT(llbX,"TAaLE ~ "-SURFACE PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL/(RHO.CO~EGA.*2 
11*CR1.*ZII"/oX,64C1H-II/1 \ 






DO 73(J Il a1,NSP 
F23 aF2(II+RBOCI11.F3CIJ 


















IfII~E~ .EQ. OIWRITElo,lO) 
.700 CONT INUE 
STap 
C 










C; CALCULATION OF AZl~UTrl POSITIO~S AT WHICH TRAJECTO~Y IS DIRECTLY 










IFIPl .NE. O.IGO TO 2Q 
30 Pl-P2 
IFI~l .LE. PLIHIRETURN pz-pz-o.z 
Xcn-X032 
GO TO 10 
20 TEST-Xdl.XB2 
lFITEST .GT. O.IGO TO 30 




IFIO .GT.OHAX)GO TO 30 
I a l+1 
PIl)-PC 
GO TO 30 
~ND 
SUd~OUTINE T~AJI~0,A~,1U,LA~,~dO,PBO,OB,Pd,ZS) 
C THIS S~6RJUTINE CALCUL4TES THE PA~AMETERS FOR THE LINEA~ISED 






















R~-SQ~TCCXS*AR+.~'*CXS*4R+.5'+YS*YS*AR*AR' CHEaCK3+~4"Z. I 







THIS SUdPkOGKAM RETU~NS THE ~ALUES OF VA~IOUS FUNCTIONS QEQUI~ED 
IN FUNCTION FUNZ. I 
CQM~ONIMAIN1/N,PI 
Ca~~ON/TRAJI/R,SX,CX,SHP,CrlP,ST,Cr,SHE,CHE,SP,CP 


































C THIS SUBPROGRAM SETS UP r~E I~TEGRAND FOR TrlE INTEG~ATION RE~UI~ED 





IF(l .E~. 21GO TO 20 









IF(A~$(laSI .GT. 1.IGO TO 10 
FUNZ-FUN2-(1.+ZBSI*F4/2. 
10 IF(~B .El. C •• A~~. X .'T. (PBO-OPIIRETUR~ 





IF(A3S(Z3S1 .GT. 1.IGu Ta 30 
PNI-PNM(~,l,ZBSI 
FJNZ·fUN2-P~1*S~Rr(1.-ldS·ZBSI·F4/(4.*PII 
30 IF(DB .E~. O •• AND. X .GT. (PBO-OPIIRETURN 






GO TO (5J,bO,70,ao,10',ITEST 
50 FN2-Z.*MJ*COS(PI 
FN3-0. 
GO TO lOU 
bO FNZ-Z.*MU*SIN(PI 
FN3al. 
GO TO 10J 
70 F~2a-Z •• ~U*SIN(Z.*PI 
FN3--2.*COS(PI 
GO TO 100 
eo FNZ-2.*MU*COS(Z.*PI 
FN3a-2.*SINCPI 





IF(AdS(Z8S1 .GT. 1.IGJ TO 110 
FUN2aFUNZ+(1.-ROI*(F~2+~~*F~31·F4/(S.*AR*ARI 
110 IF(03 .t~. O •• ANO. X .GT. CPBO-~PIIRETU~N 





C THIS SU~P~OGR4M SETS UP THE I~TEGiUNO .FOR SOME SPA~WISE INTeGRALS 
C PEJUIKED IN TrlE MAIN ?KOG~AM. 
Cu~~a~/MAL~l/N,PI 







IF(I .LE. 21GO TO 10 
PN1-PNMP.,1,CTlI 
ON1·QN~(N,1,C~P11 
GO TO 20 
10 F1-Sr1/(SHP1*(CHP1-CT111 
IF(I .EO. 1IFUN3-F1 
IF(I .:0. 2IFUN3~X*F1 
RETU~N 
20 F2-P~1*Q;.jl 
IF(I .EO. 3IFUN3-F2 




C CALCULATIUN OF 4550CIAT:0 LEGE~ORc FUNCTIONS PNM. 
C RA~GEI 0 .Li:. N .LE. It, 0 .LE. tot .LE. 3, ABS()() .lor. 1. 
IF(~ .LT. 1 .OR. ~ .GT. ~IGO T~ 10 
IFP1 .LT. 0 .OR .... GT. 31GO TI) 20 
IF(4iS(XI .GE. 1.IGJ Ta 30 
.))(-~,JRT(l.-X*)(1 
IF(M .E~. IIGO Tu ItO 
IF(~ .EO. 21GO TO 50 
IF(~ .EO. 31GO TO 190 





























160 GO Ta (190,lOO,210,ZZOI,~ 
190 PNt1-0. 






"E r'JR 'f 
10 ~RITE(~,11IN 
11 FORMAT(~x,*N-*,I5,1~,*r'fV'LID N IN PNM*I 
STOP 
20 WRITE(o,ZlIM 
21 FOR~AT(oX,*M-.,I;,lx,.rNVALID ~ IN PNM*I 
STOP 
30 ~RITE(6,31IX 




C CALCuLATIJ~ OF ASSOCIATED LEGENDRE fUNCTIONS QNM~' 
C RANGE' 1 .L:. N ~LE. 4, 1 .LE. M • Lt:'. 2, ASS( XI .GT. 1. 
C ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS USED FO~ ~.GT. 3. 
IFI~ .LT. 1 .O~. N .~T. 41GJ to 10 
IFI:1 .LT. 1 .OR. ,., .GT. ~IGa TJ 20 














If(M .EQ. 2)GO TO 40 
GO TO (50,oO,70,801.N 
50 IF(X .GT. 3.IGO TO ;1 
QNMaSX.(.'*AL*-X/(SX.SX)) 
RETURN 
5~' QNM--SX.(2./(3.*X3)t4./(5 •• X5)+6./(7.*X7)+8./(9.*X9» 
RETURN 





70 IF(X .GT. 3.IGO TO 11 




60 IF('( .GT. 3.)GO T3 81 





40 GO ra (9J,100,110,12J"N 















120 IF(X .~T. 3.'GO TO 121 
~~M-SX*SK*«105 •• X2-15,'·ALK/4.-(35.*X3-1S.*X'/(SX*SX' 





11 FaR~AT(~X,*N.*,I5,lX"IN~ALIO N IN QNM" 
STOP I 
20 WRIT~(o,21'~ 
;; ~~!~;;;~;;;~:::::::::::~:::::l:oJr: ::'::,., 
STOP 
ENG 
SUdR~UTINE TABSCH(X,N,XT,I1,I2,I T, 
C I 
C GI~EN ~N APRAY x, TO LOCATE THE POSITION OF A VALUE xT. 
C IF I~T-O, XT LIES BET~EEN X(Il' AND X(I2'. 
C IF INTal, XT IS GREATE~ T~AN X(N'. 






00 10 I-l,NM 
IF(XT .GE. XCI' .A~D. XT .LE. X(I+1)'GQ TO 20· 
10 CONTIN~E 
IF(XT .LT. X(l"GO TO 30 
IF(XT .GT. X(N"GO TO 40 
20 INT·O 
IF(XT .E~. X(I"GO TO 21 
IFIXT .EJ. X(I+l"GJ TO 22 





















C COMPUTATION 1F THE U~STEA~Y AIRL04DS IN A HELICOPTER ROTOR 9LADE IN 
C fJ~wARD FLIGHT, USING A SI1PLIfIEO VERSION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC APPROACH 
C ~RJPGSED ay VAN HOLT~~. TrlE DIPOLE STRENGTH OISTRI8UTIO~ ALO~G THE 
C PLAOE IS APPROKIMATED dY A PIECEWISE CO~STANT OR PIECEWISE QUADRATIC 
C REPRESENTATION. Tn~ rlELICAL T~AJcCTORY OF THE FREESTREAM FLUID 
C PARTICLE KtLA1IVE fa TrlE 9LAOE IS APPROXIMATED BY SUCCESSIVE ST~AIGHT 
C LI~E SEG~cNTS. 
















C PRJGRA~ STEP 1. 





IF(~1 .E~. 1IREAOI~,*'Trl: 
IFI~Z .EO. 0IRlADI5,.'GA~A 
IFCN2 .E~. lIREAD(~,.'A) 
IFIN3 .EQ. lIREAD(5,.IAL 
If(~4 .EQ. lIREAOC5,*1~1 
READ(5,*)(R(I),I-2,bl 
C ISEL .EQ. 0 -- PIECE~ISE CJ~STANT REPRESENTATIJ~. 




C NAFD-O -- AI~FaIL TABLES ~Jr USED. 
C NAFD-l -- AIRFOIL TA3LES USED. 
C 







DO 3 I-l,NZL 
00 3 J-l,~L2 
Jl-(J-ll*9+1 
JZ-J*9 
IflJl .GT. NXLIGQ ra 3 











IF(J .t~. lIREAD(1,4IACl(I),(Cl(I,J3),J3-Jl,JZ) 
FOR~AT(F7.~,qF7.01 I 









FaR~AT(116X,nROQT ~40IUS/rIP RADius- ~O/Rl -",F10.5116X. 
l"ASPECT ~ATIL."'FlQ.511~~'"NUMaE~ OF aLAO~S·",IZllbX, 
2"LINEAR t~IST I~OJT TO TIPI -",F~0.5,lX,"OEGREES"116X, 
3"Fa~WA~D SPEED/TIP SPEEG-".F10.5~/6X. 
4"~JTaR INCIDENCE (FaRWARO TILT POSITIvel -",F10.5,lX. 




IF(~l .EO. O'TNC-O. 
IF(NZ .~J. O)AO-O. 
IFI~l .EO. OIAl-O. 
IF(~4 .EO. OIBlwO. 
~RITE(b,llICT 
FaR~AT(/~X."THRUST COEFFICIENT-",F10.51 
IF(Nl .EQ. llwRITE(b,lZIT~C I 
FOR~AT(/~X,"PITCH A~GlE AT aLADE RJOT·",F10.5,1~,"OEGREES"1 
IF(NZ .EQ. 0IWRIT:(6,13IG4MA I 
FORMAT(/6X."FLAPPING I~~~TI4 COEFfICIENT-"'Fl~.51 
IF(N2 .EJ. llw~ITE(b,1414J 
FQR~AT(/6X,"CuNING A~GlEa",FIO.5,lX,"DEGPEES"1 
IF(N3 .~Q. l1WRITclb,151Al 
FO~~AT(/~X,"FLAPPI~G CJEFFICIENT, Ala",FlO.5,lX,"DEGREES"1 
IFI~4 .EJ. lIW~ITEI~,L6IBl 







FORMATI/6X,"TOTAl INFla~ ~ATla.",~10.5116X' 
l"Ml~IMUM UTa",FIO.5,"(ZERJ LIFT CONDITION APPLltD BEla. THIS VALUE 
21"llbX,"~ORMAL AZI1UTH SPACING-",~lO.5,lX,"DEGREES"'16X, 
3"REOUCED AZIMUTH SPACING-",F10.5,IX~"DEGREES") 
IFIISEL .~O. OIW~ITE(b,301 I 
30 FORMAT(/6X~"PIECE~ISE CONSTANT APPROXIMATION OF SPA~WlSE DIPOLE ST 
lRENGTH VARIATION"lb(,70Il~.'/1 \ 
IF(ISEL .NE. OI~RITE(6~4JI 




IF(~AFD .EO. 0)wRITElb,411 
41 Fak~4T(/~(,"AIRFJIL DATA TA~LES NOT US~D"I 
IF(~AFO .EQ. lIWRlTE(b,421 I 
42 FORMAT(/bX,"AIRFOIL JAT4 TAalES USED"I 
C I 
C C4lCJLATE QJANTITIES NEEDED FuR TRAJECTORY SEGMENT ADJACENT TO 
71 
72 







C CALCULATt QUANTITIES N~~PED FOR NEAR FIELD REPRESENTATION. 
C 
C 





FxlII'-FX2II'*ll.-RO)/IZ •• A~' 
50 CaNTINlJE 




IFIISEL .EO. O)GO Til 70 
C FOR PIEC~~IS~ QUADRATIC REP~EseNTATION, DETERMINE VALUES AT THE ~NDS 
C OF THE SEGMENTS I~ TER~S 6F THE CENT~AL VALUES. 
C 
NSP1-NSP-l 
Of] '30 I-l,NSPI1 
aTII)-3 •• ll./DRII'+1./O~II+1') 
IFII .EO. l)GO TO dJ 
aTII)-'3TII)-l./IBTII-l).D~II)*JRII») 
dCi C3NTINUE 
L>O 90 I-l,tlSPI'! 
DO 9J J-1,NSP 
GFII,J)-J. 
IFIJ .cO. I .UR. J .El. II+l»GFII,J)-GFII,J)+4./6TII' 
IFII .~Q. l)GO TO ~~ 
GFII.J)-GFII.J)-GFII-1,J'/13TII)*DRII)) 
90 CONTINUE 
DO 100 1-2,NSP!'\ 
IJ.-:'IS P-I 




C PROGRAM STEP 2. 
C BEGIN SETTING UP THE SYSTEM OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS, 
C 
70 L-l 
DO 110 J-J.,NAZ 
C 






5 Pl-S INI PBO) 
CPZ-COSIZ.*PBO' 
SPZ-SINIZ.*PBO) 
DO 110 I-l,NSP 
C SET THE RAOIAL STATION FOR TrlE CURRENT COLLOCATION POINT. 
e 
uT-~3C'I'+MU*SPl 














PRJGRAM STEP 3. 
TEST T4E TA~GENTIAL V~LOCIrY AT T~E COLLOCATION POINT, TO DECIDE 
~~ETrlER NORMAL VELOCITY dJU~uARY CONDITION OR ZERO LIFT CONOITIO~ 
SrluULD ~E APPLIED. 
IF(UT .GT. UTMIN'GQ TO 123 
w~ITE(o,130,~au(I"paOO(J',ur 
130 Fa~~4T(/hX,"R·",F9.J,lX,"PSI·",F6.3,"DEGREES",lX, 
1"UT-",F9.3,lX,"ZE~J LIFT CONDITION APPLIED"' 
3ILtl'-O. ' I GO TO 140 
120 DP.l.5*ll.-RO'/IZ.+~~+UT' 
PLI~--12.+RBO(I'.~Pl'/SQRTIMU*MU+LAM*LA~' 
IFINAFD .EO. O,GO TJ 133 I 
PROGRA'1 STEP 4. 
CALCULATE LIFT CURVE SLJPE FROM DATA TABLES FOR THE CURRENT 






IFIINT .EO. -l)IMCLI-I'1CLZ-l I 
IFIINT .EO. l'IMCLI-IMCLZ-NXL 
CALL TA9SCHIACL,NZL,4LJC,IACLl,IACl2,INT' 
IFIINT .EO. O'GO TJ 131 
IFIINT .EQ. -l)GJ TO 132 
IACLl-NXL-l 
lACLZ-NXL 











IFIIMCLI .EQ. IMCLZ'SLC~-SLCI/IZ.*PII 
IFIIMCLI .NE. IMClZISLCR·YLIMLOC,MCLIIMCLl',MClIIMCLZ" 
lSLCl,SlC?I/IZ.*PI' I 
IFII~CLI .EQ. IMCLZ'CLO-CLOI 
IFII'1CLl .NE. I~Cl2ICLJ-YLIMlOC,MClIIMCLl"MCLIIMCL21, 
lCLCl,CLOZ' 
113 CONTINUE 















C SET UP TrlE CONTRIBUT10N T~ TYE COEFFICI~~T MATRIX OF TrlE TRAJECTORY 





00 150 /,hl,NCOF 
MI-01-11/NU+l 
MZ-:1-01l-1I*f.lAZ 






IF(UT .L:. UTMINIGO TO 170 
IF(MI .S~. I'wT1-Tl 
IF(MI .EO. II"T3-T3 
IF(ISEL .EO. OlGa TJ 180 
IF(I .LT. f.lSPIWTZ-WTZ+TZ*GF(I,MII/DR(M1I 
IF(! .GT. 11~T2-WT2-TZ.GF(I-l,~11/DR(~11 
Gil TO 180 
170 IF(MI .EO. IIWT1-1. 
180 IF(~Z .EO. lIA(L,11.wT1+WT2 
IF(MZ .GT. 1 .AND. ~4 .EO. OIA(L,MI-(WT1+~T21*COS(M3*PBOI 
. 1-~3*wT3*SI~(M3*PBOI 
IF(MZ .GT. 1 .AND. 1'14 .GT. 0IA(L,MI-(WT1+wT21*SIN(~3*P~01 
1+M3*JT3*COS(M3*PBOI 
Gil TJ 150 
lbO !F(SLCR .EQ. O.IGO TO 1;0 
IF(UT .GT. UTMINlwT--(l.-~OI*CFZ/(Z.*AR*UTI 
IF(UT .lE. UTMININT--(I.-~JI/(4.*ARI 
IF(MZ .EQ. 1IA(l,MI-WT*(Z.*MU*CP11 
IF(MZ .Ea. 2IA(L,~I-WT*(2.*MU*SP1+RBO(III 
IF(M2 .EQ. 3)A(L.~)a~T.(-Z •• MU*SP2-2.*RBO(I)*CP1) 
IF(~2 .E~. 4IA(L,~I-WT*(2.*MU*CP2-Z •• ~80(II.SP1) 
150 CONTINUE 
IF(SLCQ .EQ. O.IGO TJ 191 
B(L.I1-B(l,II-WT.T".(Z •• ~U*RO.CPI-MU*MU*SP2-4.*MU.CP1*RBO(IIII 
l( 1.-ROI 
IF(UT .GT. UTMI~I~O TJ l~O 
191 LaL+l 
GO TO 110 
C 
C PROGRAM STEP 5. 
C START LOOP FOR NUM8ER ~F BLADES. 
C 
C 
190 DO zoo Ial-l,NS 
IBLO-1SL 
Og-'.*PI*(I8L-11/NB 
C CALL SU~RaUTINE TO DETER~I~~ AZIMiJT~ POSITIONS ALONG TrlE TRAJECTORY 
C AT WrlIC~ THE TRAJECTJRY IS CLUSE TO A BLADE. 
C 
C 












IFII~l .EQ. 11P61--DP 
IFII~L .GT. IIP31--J?1 
210 CJ'1T IN:.JE 








PRuG!UM STEP b. 
CALCUUTE SLiJPE 
SE;;MENT. 













STA~T CALCULATION OF FAR FIELD CO~TRIBUTION. 
DO 230 Il-l,NSPP I' 
I Z- Il-l 
CALL FFINTIPdl,PB2,~II1I,ISEL,FG1,FGl,FG31 
IFIll .E~. IIGO TO l40 I 
IFIISEL .EQ. OIGO TJ 250 , 
FFl--Il.-ROl*IFGl-FG1~1/14 •• AR*ORIIll*DRII211 . 




TIP-I-2 •• IRBOIIZI+RIIZII+2~*RBIJI~FF1+2.*FF2+2.*RBS.FF3-l.*FF4 
DO ZoO 13-l,NSP 
IFIll .NE. 11FGII31-FGII31+TlM*GFIIl-1,I31/DRII31 













C' C E~O CALCuLATlaN OF FAR FI:LJ CONTRISUTION. 
C CALL SU~ROUTI~~ TO OIVI~E CURRENT TRAJECTORY SEGMENT INTO SUB-








FC-TW*l2.~MU.RO.CBl-"U.~U.5~Z-~ •• MU*RB2.CB11'll.-RO' 
FTl-l a 2.*MU·CtH 
FA~a2.*MU.S31+R32 
FAla-2.*~U*SB2-2.*~B2·C81 
Fdl-2.*~U.CB2-2 •• Ro2.SB1 
C STA~T CALCULATION OF CQ,'1M:::JN PART AND IolEAp· FIELD C'HHRIt3tJTIO~S. Pi 
C THE FOLLOWING "LOOP, Trl': FIRST PASS CALCULATES TrlE COMON PA~T, A"iJ 
C THE SEC~~O PASS TH~ ~EAR FIELD. 
C 
00 270 Il-h 2 
IFlIl .El. 2 .AND. I~L .Eg. 1 .AND. PB2 .EQ. O.,GO ra 29~ 





IflIP(IZ' ~EQ. O'GO TJ 27Q 
IFlil .EJ. 2'GO TO 290 
CALL CPI~TlPl(I2"P2(12),ISEL.FGl,FG2,FG3) 
IFlISEL .EO. OIGO TJ 300 
F~1·-ll.-~0).FGl'l2 •• A~'ORlIZ)*DR(IZI) 
FG2a-ll.-RO)*FG2'l2.*A~*)RlI2).DRlIZ)1 
FG3-~ll.-~dl*FG3/l2.*Ai*DRlI2)~ORlIZ') 
GO TO 310 
300 FG(I2)aFb(I2)-ll.-R~I*FGl'(2.*AR) 
GO Til 270 
2~0 00 320 13-1,6 
CALL NFINT(P1(IZI,P2(I21.(1.-RO).~lI3)'(2.*Akl,ISEL.FN1,FN2,F~11 
IF(I3 .EQ. 1IGO TT 330 
FG4aFG4+FXZlI3-11*(f~1-F~1~)/PI 
IFlISEL .EQ. OlGa TO 3~0 
FGlaFGl+FXl(I3-11*lFNl-FNlMt/lPI*OR(I21*ORlIZII 
FG2-FG2+FXl(I3-1)*lFN2-FN2M~fr~I*DRlI2)*DR(I2)) 
fG3 a FG3+FXl(I3-11*lFN3-FN3Mrf(PI*OR(I2f*OR(I211 
GO TO 33J 
3~O FG(I21-FG(IZ)+F~llI3-1).(FN1~FN1MI/PI 











OJ 350 13"1. NSP 





IFIll .EJ. IZIFGII31-F3II31+Tl 
IFII2 .NE. NSPIFG(I31-F~I[31+TIP.GF(IZ,I31/0k(I31 
CONTINUE 










AOu THE CQNTRIBUTIONS, CALCULATED FOR THE CURRENT rRAJECTORY SEG~ENT, 
TO THE CQEFFICIE~T MATKIX ELEMENTS 
C 
C 
OQ 3~O M-l,NCOF 
~l-(~-II/NAZ+l 
MZ-M-(~l-II*NAZ 
IFI~l .EJ. (NSP+1II~] Ta 370 
M3-~2/2 
~~~~2-M3·2 
IFI~2 .EO. lIA(L,MI-AIL,~I+FG(~ll 
IFIM2 .GT. I .AND. ~4 .E~. JIAIL~MI-AIL,MI+FGI~ll 
1*COSIM3*I~a2+PBO+DBII I 
Ifl~2 .GT. I .A~D. ~4 .~T. OIA(L,MI-AIL,~I+fGI~ll 
1*SIN(M3*(~e2+PBO+D311 
GO TJ 3bJ 
370 IF(~2 .EO. lIAIL,~I~A(L,~I+FTHNF 
IF(~l .EJ. ZIA(L,~I-~(L,~I+FAO~F 
IFI~2 .El. 3IAIL.~)-A(L,M)+fAl~F 
IFI~2 .EO. 4IA(L,MI~AIL,11+Fal~F 
3bO ca~TINUE 
BIL,l'-dIL,l'-FCNF 
C PROG~AM STEP 7. 
C ~ED~FI~E THE AZIMUTH I~TE~~~L, FJR ~HE NEXT TRAJECTORY SEG~ENT. 
C TEST ra SEE IF THE FINAL SEGME~T HAS BEEN CALCULATED. ALSO TEST 
C TO SEE IF T~E NEXT SEG~ENT IS CLOSE TO A aLADE, IN WHICH CASE 
C REDUCED SPACI~G IS T~ 3E USED. 
C 
PBZ-PBl 
IF(P~~ .LE. PlIMIGO TO Z~O 
IFIO~I .E~. DPZIGJ TJ ·3~0 
IFIJl .GT. IMINIGQ TO 39~ 
IFI~l .EO. 0 .AND. ~dZ .Le. IPMIN(Jll+DPlIIGO TO 390 
IflKI .E~. I .AND. PBl .GT. IPMINIJ1'-OPII'GO TO 390 
IFIKI .EO. 1 .ANO. PBZ .LE. (PHIN(JII-DPIIIGO TO 400 
IFIP32 .GT. (-3.*uP1I .ANO. Ial ~EQ. 1)P81-P81-DPZ 
IFlodZ .LE. (-3.*OPll .a~. 19L .GT. IIPBI-PBI-OPI 
IFIK1 .EQ. 0 .AND. PSI .IT. IP~I~(JII+OP1)IP8l-PHINIJII+DPI 
GO TO 210 
380 PSl-P91-uPI 
GO T3 210 
390 PB1-PBl-DPZ 
KIa1 








c C PRJ'~A~ STE? ~. E~D IF LOOP FOR NJHBER OF BLADES. 
C 
200 C LlfHt SUE 













C P~OGRA~ STEP 10. C SET UP THE EXTRA 4 ~~UATIJ~S NEEDED TO CLOSE THE SYSTE~. 
C 
.' 00 410 I-,L, ~ 
Oil 420 M-lINCOF'. 
,tdL,O'II-I). 
420 . CONTI~UE 
. BtL,l'-C. 
Iftl .E~. 1 .AND. Nt .u. lIGO TO 430 
IFtI .EQ. 2 .ANO~ NZ .E~. 11GO TO 440 
IFtl .EQ. 3 .ANO. ~3 .E~. llGO T~ 450 
IFtI .EO. 4 .ANO. N4 .E~. llGO TO 460 
IFtl .LE. 2111-1 
IFtt .GT. 2111-1-1 
o U 470 M.l-ll N S P 
IFtl .GT. llGO TO 480 
DO 490 M2-1,NSP 
M·t~2-11·NAZ+Il 
IFtlSEL .Ew. OlGa Ta 500 IFt~l .NE. lIAtL'11_AtL'MI-~RtHll.GF(Ml-1IH21/(b •• ORt~211 
IF(~2 .EQ. H1IA(L,l'\laA(L,il-4.*OR(H11/b. 
IFtM1 .LT. N3PIA(L,MlaA(L,MI-DR(H11*GF(M1,M21/(o.*OR(M211 
GO TO 4QO 
500 IF(~2 .E~. M1IA(L,HI-A(L,11-0 R(M11 
4QO COi'lTINUE 
GO TO 470 
480 DO ,10 MZ-l,NSP 
M- t; .. Z-ll.NAZ+ll 
IF(ISEL .EO. OIGO TU 520 IFtMl .NE. lIA(L'~I.A(L'MI_~(H11*OR(H11.GF(M1-1'M21/(b.*ORtH211 
IFtO'lZ .EO. M1IA(L)I'\I_A(L,O'\1-4.*RBO(M1I.DR(M1I/6. IFt~l .LT. ~SPIAIL'~I_AIL'I'II_R(Ml+11.OR(M11.GFtMl'121/t6.*ORtM211 
GO TO 510 52u IFtMZ .E~. M1IAIL,11_AIL,MI-RBOtH1I*ORtM1I 
510 CONTINUE 
470 CONTINUE 
GO TO (53u,540,550,5601,1 
530 Ma~SP.NAZ+2 A(L,~I_ll.-~OI.ll.-RO*ROI'18.*ARI 
c 
ePic: A!3iHi: EJUATION E~UUES T-IE TOTAL pFT DUE TO ALL TiiE dLADES, 



























TnE A~J~E EJUATION ~EP~EScNTS THE ZEROTH HA~~u~IC 
MuMENT EQUILIBRIUM AdOUT THE HUB. 
L-L+l 





THE AdQVE eQUATION ScTS THE CONING ANGLE TO THE GIVEN VALUE. 
L-L+l 





III L, lI·-Tw*~U* l 110* U .-RO*N 1-4. * l ll.-RO*RO*~ 0 1/3. ) 1 (I,. fAR) 
THE ASJVE EQUATION ~EP~Esa~TS THE FIR~T HARI10~IC COSI~c CbM?ONENT 
OF MG~ENT E~UILIB~IUM A90UT THE HUB. 
L-L+l 




C THE ABOVE EQUATIuN SETS THE CteLIC PITCH COEFFICIENT, Al, TO THE 












THE AB~VE EQUATION REP~cSe~TS THE FIRST HARMONIC 






GIJ TO 410 
460 M-NSP*~AZ+4 
ACL,MI .. l. 
SCL,ll"!H 
C THE ABOVE EQUATION SETS TriE CfCllC PITCH COEFFICIE~T, al, TO THE 





C PRJGRA~ STEP 11. 




IF(rE~R .to. 11GO Tu 57Q 
lal 
OtJ 581l Ia1,NSP 
GCcrl-3(I.,lI 
L"l+l 































650 FQR'ATCllbX,"PITCH ANGLE AT BLADE ROOT-",FI0.5,lX,"DEGQEES"116X, 
l"CONING ANGLE-",FIO.3,lX,"OEGREES"116X, 
2"FlAPPI~~ COEFFICI~'1T, Al.",F10.5,lX,"DEGREES"116X, 
3"FLAPPING COEFFICIEiH, !U·",FIO.5,lX,"OEGREES") 
C PROG~AM STEP 12. 
























00 !)90 Il-l, N SP 
bU,IlI-"OlIll 
00 b~O IZ-l,NHM 
GII,Il)-GII,IlI+GClll,IZ'*COSIIZ* BOI+GSIIl,IZI*SINIIZ*P~OI 
COHI~UE 
Du 71)0 Il-lIhSP 
IFIISEL .~E. illGO TJ 71J 
GIl-GIl+ORII1!*ulI,Ill 
GIZ-GI2+0RIIll*R~JIIll·GII,I11 
\ill TO 70J 
GIl·GIl+It.*D~IIll*GII,Illlb. 
GIZ-GIZ+It.*DRIIll*~30lIll*GII,Ill/o. 
IFill .EQ. lIGLIIll-O. 
IFIll .GT. 1IGLIIl'-GRIIl-11 
GRIlll-O. 
IFill .EJ. NSPIGO TJ 720 
DO 130 IZ-l, NSP 
GRIIll-GRIIll+GFIIl,I21*GII,IZI/ORII21 
CONT INUE I 
GIl-GIl+JRIIll*IGLIIll+GRIIlII/6. . 
GIZ-GI2+0RIll'*I~llll*GLCIll+RCIl+11*GRCIlII/6. 
CONTINUE . ~ . 








Z+SP1*IMU*AO*Cl.-RO.Ru)-2 •• ~1*Il.-~O.RO.ROI/3.I+CP2.MU*81* 
3Cl.-RO.RJI-SPZ*I/1U.Al.11.-~O*ROI+MU.MU.TW.Il.+ROI/Z.1 











IF([SEL .tQ. O)GO TQ 7ao 
ocat •• (G~(Il)+GLtIlt-2 •• G(I'Il)I/(OR(11).DR(I111 
OB_(~~(I11_GL(1111/~~(111-2 •• ~C.RBO(I1I OAaG(I'111-RBO(I11.J~-RBJ(I11.~BO(I1I.QC 
GOUT_QA+Q~.RBO(I11+~C.RdO(Il)*RBO(I11 
GO T'J HO 
780 . GOUT-G(I,ll' 
790 ·F23(l,IllaF~+RBO(Il).~~ FL1(I'I1I __ PI*(1.-R0).(G1~T-(1.-ROI*F23(1'111/(4 •• ARII IAR 
FL2(1,11I.Fll(I,111/(Cr t PI/NS) 







791' FOR~~T(/6X,"Ca'PUTED T~RUST COEFFICIENTa",E10.411bX, 
1"C01PUTEU ~QMENT caEFFIClENT A30UT ~OTOR X-AXlSa",E10.4116X, 
l"C11?UTED MOME~T COEFFICI~NT AdOUT ROTOR Y-AXlS-",E1Q.4) 
C C PRINT ALL outpUT OJANTlfIES IN TA8UlAR FORM~ 
C 
\/iUTE(!lI~1 
IIRITEUuS001 800 FOR~£r(IIbX,"TA3lE 1 - SECTIONAL lIFT/(RHO*(CMEGA*.2t*(1!1 •• 311"/~X 
1,49(tH-III' 
WRITc(b,310)(Rdv(I),I-l,NSPI 
610 FaR~AT(/12X,"R/~11 ",5(E10.4,lX" 
wRlTE(b,8HI 
811 FORMAT(/7X,"PSI"1 




lIKITE(b,8401 84~ Fu~'AT(llnX,"TABLE 2 - SECTIONAL lIFT*Rl/THRUST PER BlADE"lbX, 
144( ll-i-I II I WRITE(6,6101(R80(I"1-1'~SP' 
WRITE (b, 8111 
00 d50 1-1,24 WRITE(b,830'PBOOC1,,(FLZ(t,I1,,11 a l,NSP) 
850 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,Q, 




DO 670 1-1,24 WRITE(b,630.P60D(II,(FM(!,111, I1 a 1,NSP' 
870 CO"lTINUE 
IIRlTE (od) 
wRITE(o,BBOI 8dO FORMAT(lloX,"TABlE 4 - CENTER aF PRESSURE LOCATION FROM LEADl~G EO 
lGE(FKACTlON OF Crl1RDI"'bX,74(lH-',I' 
jjRITE(b,~lO)(RdO(II'I.l'~SP) 

















FJ~MATII16X."TABLE 5 - TOTAL BLADE LIFT, ~QMENT ASO~T HUB AND ~AOI 
lAL CENTE~ OF LIFT"lbX,70Il~-1116X~ 
2"TJTAL BLADE LIFT/I~HO.IO~EGA •• 2)~IR1 •• 411"/6X' 
3"TGTAL 8LADE LIFT/T~RUST PE~ BLADE"/6X, 
4"MOMENT AaOUT HUa/l~~O.IJ~EGA •• Z)~IR1 •• ~I)"/6X' 
5"PAQIAL CENTER OF LIFT/R1"117X,"PSI",eX,"TOTAL BLADE LIFT". 
~5('"10~E~T"'5X."CENTER"/38X'"AaOU'IT HUa",4X,"OF LIFT"I 






FO~~ATlllbX,"TABLE b - SU~FACE PRESSURE OIFFERENTIAL/r~Ha.IOMEGA •• 
1,)fIRl++ZII"/6X,6411H-1111 l 
DO ~:H) 1-1,24 
~RITElb.~bu)PBOD(I) 




00 ~80 Il-l,NSP 











IFIIREM .EQ. 0'WRITEI6,1, 
CONTINUE 
STOP 
C PRINT ERROR MESSAGE IF CuEFFICIENT 1ATQIX IS SINGULAR. 
CHO ~RITE(b,~30) I . 








CALCULATION OF AZIM~TH POSITIDNS 4T JHICH TRAJECTO~Y 13 DIRECTLY 
eVER A BLADE, WITHIN A DISTA~CE D~AX~ 











IF(PI .~E. O.IGO TO 20 
30 Pl·P2 
IF(PI .Le. PLIMIR;TJ~N 
pi·P2-0.Z 
XiH-X82 
GO TJ 10 
lO TEST-X~l.XaZ 





IF(D .GT. D~AX'GO TJ 3~ 
1-1+1 
PHI-PC 
GO TO 30 
END 
Su8~OUTINESUBIVL(RB1,Ra2,PSl,PB2,~,I,Pl,PZI 
C DIVISIJ~ OF TRAJECTO~Y SEGMENT INfu SUa-SEGM~~TS ALIGiEO ~ITH BLADE 









DO lil J-l,S 
n-..c(J' 
~2·~(J+II 
IF(~dl .LE. R1 .ANO. Ral .LE. ~l'GO TO ZO 
IF(~Sl .Gt. R2 .AND. QBZ .Gt. RZ'GO TO ZO 
IF(~il .GE. kl .AND. ~dl .LE. ~Z .AND. RSZ .~E. R1 
1.AND. ~dZ .LE. R2'GD TO 30 
IF(R31 .LE. RZ .AND. RSZ .GT. ~lIGO TO 40 
IF(~Sl .LT. RZ .A~O. R32 .GE. ~2lGO T~ 50 
IF(R31 .GT. Rl .AiD. R8Z .LE. RllGO Ta 60 







IF(RBl .GT. RZ'PZ(J'-Y(RZ,RQ1,R82,PSl,PBZ' 
IF(R6Z .LE. R2,P2(JI·PSZ 
GO TO 20 
50 I(J'.l 
PZ(JI-Y(~2,Ral,RB2,PBI,PQ21 
IF(RBI .IT. RI'Pl(JI·Y(Rl,~al,R82,PB1,PB2' 
IF(Rdl .GE. Rl'Pl(J'.P~1 
GO TO 20 
bO I(J'-l 
PZ(JI-Y(RI,RBI,~d2,Pdl,P821 
IF(RB1 .~T. RZ,P1(JlaY(R2,RSl,RBl,PBl,PBll 
IF(~Sl .LE. RZ'Pl(JI·pal 
GO TO 20 
70 1eJI-1 
Pl'Jl·Ye~2,~Bl,RBZ,PBl,Pd~1 
IF,~aZ .LT. ~11PZeJl-yeRl,RBl,RB2,PBI,PB21 





C . I 








IFe~ .~E. O.ISQ-SQRTeJI 
00 10 I'"l,Z 
IFCI .EQ. 11P-P1 
IFCI .EO. ZIP·P2 
OO-OO+Dl*P+DZ*P*P 
IFCJ .NE. O.IFCCIl-Z •• ATA~(eDl+Z •• DZ*PI/SQI/SQ 
IFCO .fO. O.IFOCIl--l.leDZ*PI 
FICII-CALCGC~DI-OI.FOCIII/(Z.*DZI 
IFC1S~L .EO.OlG] TQ ZO 
F2C1I-CP-Dl·flCII-OO.F~CII)/02 
F3CIl-C~·P/Z.-Dl·FZCIl-JO·Fl(III/OZ 











C INTEGRATION OF COMMON PART PRESSURE GRAOIENT. 







IFC~ .NE. O.ISQ-SORTeQI 
00 10 1"10 Z 
IFCI .EQ. lIP-PI 
IFCI .EO. ZIP·P2 
RR-~O+Z.*Rl.P+RZ*P*P 
IFCJ .EQ. O •• AND. P .EJ. O.IGJ TO 20 
IFCQ .NE. 0.IT-Z.*ATANCC2.*Rl+2.*RZ*PI/SQI/SQ 
IF(Q .EO. O.IT-O. I. 
IFIJ .~E. 0.IFOCII-2 •• C~l+RZ*p)/eQ~RRI+2 •• R2.T/J 
IFC~ .EQ. O.IFJ(II--l.IC3.*~2.RZ*P.P*PI 
F1CI)-C-l.IC2.*~KI-Rl*FOCIII/R2 
FZCII'"C-P/RR+RO*FOeIII/Rl 




IFI~ .EO. 0.IF3111-ALJGIP*PI/12.*RZ*RZI 
F~III-IP*P*P/RK-~ •• Rl.F3111-3.*RO*F2IIII/RZ 








DFl-F 11 2 I-Fl 111 
OFl-FHl,-FZIlI 
OF 3 - F 3C 21-F 3 ( 1 I 
[;F4-F4IZI-F41l1 
Tl-~O.OFO+2.*Rl*DF1+IXS*XS-YS*YS)*OF2 





















IFI~ .NE. O.ISO-SJRTI~I 
DO 10 I-l,Z 
IFII .EO. llP-Pl 













IFIXI .EO. O •• ANO. P .EO. O.IGo TO 20 
IFIXI .l~. O.IGO TJ 3J 
IFIISEL .EO. OIGO TJ 40 
G3·ATANI2.*IT*IS02+RSI-FN21/S01-ATANIZ •• IT*I~Dl-~SI+;:N ZI/SQI 





1+4 •• 0Z·F~2*G31/Q 
u7·(-Z •• O/RR-R1*G6-~S*G31/RZ 
Gd·(-Rv*G~-Z.*Rl*G7+2 •• ~1+Z.*(R-~II*G3-2 •• RS*G41/RZ 







1+(Z •• ~1*OZ-(SDZ+RSI·F~2'·~1/(OZ·(SDZ+RSII+RS.O/OZI/R2 
F3(II-P*ALOG(D+UI-Kl*GlZ-(S*XS*G13+RS*GZ 
GO TO 10 
4G Fl(I'a~S*YS*(YS*O+SOZ*Y61/(R2*SDZ*T.OI-XS*XB* 
1(~S.O-Su2*UI/(R2*T·RRI-YS.Y~*U*(1.-K1/TI/(J*~Z·RRI 
FZ( II -0. 
F3(II-0. 
GO Ta 10 














GO TJ 10 



















C GIVEN AN AR~AY X, TO LQCATE T~E POSITION OF A VALUE XT. 
C IF I~T.O, XT LIE~ aETwEEN XII1) A~O XII21. 
C IF I~Ta1, XT IS GREATE~ T~4N X(NI. 














ill) 10 I-L,N'" 
IF(AT .GE. X(II .A~O. XT .LE. X(I+IIIGO TO 20 
CONTINUE 
IF(XT .LT. X(l"GO TO 30 
IF(XT .GT. X(NIIGo TO 40 
INT-O 
IF(xT .C~. X(lllGQ TO 21 
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and corresponding output are included. Appendices contain a sample table of lift coefficient data 
for the NACA 0012 airfoil and listings of the two programs. 
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